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Abstract
Interplay of quantum con�nement, electron-electron interactions, andterahertz radiation in InGaAs quantum posts and GaAs quantum wellsbyChristopher Michael MorrisElectron-electron interactions in semiconductor heterostructures are typi-cally much weaker than the quantized energy spacings between their states.For materials with unusually small level spacings in the terahertz frequencyrange, however, these Coulomb interaction energies become comparable andcan result in unique e�ects. Here, several systems are investigated in whichthese interactions play a major role.InGaAs quantum posts are nanostructures with terahertz conduction levelspacings. They are approximately cylindrical in shape, with heights in therange of 10-60 nm and diameters of ~30 nm, and are embedded in an InGaAsquantum well of the same height. Here, the terahertz absorption of quantumposts is investigated when they contain their maximum allowable number ofviii



electrons. At this point, strong Coulomb repulsion in the posts prevents furthercharging, and the surrounding well is charged. Theoretical calculations showthat absorption in this state is due to the �ionization� of charge from electronicstates in the quantum posts to states in the surrounding quantum well. Thisionizing transition, which otherwise would occur in the mid-IR band, is shiftedto terahertz frequencies only because of a strong modi�cation of the e�ectiveband structure of the quantum post and quantum well when highly charged.Ionization of these arti�cial atoms surrounded by an electron gas has no knownanalogue in atomic physics.The use of quantum posts for quantum cascade lasers is also investigated.Quantum posts are integrated as the active region in a single period cascadestructure. The UCSB Free Electron Laser, an intense quasi-CW source ofterahertz radiation, is used to induce a resonant photocurrent as a method ofcharacterization of charge injection and extraction in these structures.Additionally, ultrafast spectroscopic techniques are used to determine thecarrier capture times of quantum posts. Dynamics of charge pumped directlyinto the posts is also investigated, resulting in time and pump wavelengthdependent absorption behavior that show complex charge dynamics.Finally, the response of asymmetric quantum wells to intense terahertz �eldsix



is investigated, with a goal of �nding a period-doubling bifurcation in the elec-tromagnetic response. Period doubling is expected to occur in this system dueto the strong Coulomb interaction of charge in the asymmetric well, which in-troduces nonlinearity into the equations of motion. Extensive simulations areperformed to model the period doubling emission response, and an optimal welldesign is found. Experimental investigations of this e�ect in real samples areperformed with the Free Electron Lasers at UCSB and in Dresden.
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Chapter 1Introduction and BasicIntersubband Physics
In condensed matter physics, the terahertz frequency range (for us 100 GHz- 10 THz) can provide a wealth of information about the complex processesthat occur in many solid materials. A wide variety of techniques have beendeveloped to probe solids in the terahertz range in an e�ort to understand theprocesses dictating their material properties. Here, we investigate the physicsof several semiconductor heterostructures specially designed to have terahertzenergy spacings.One of the most interesting properties of heterostructures with terahertzenergies is that the energy scales due to con�nement and those due to Coulombinteractions between electrons are nearly identical. E�ects that can usually beignored for heterostructures with larger energy scales now dictate the behavior,1



creating unique e�ects only possible in this energy range. In Chapters 2-4,the physics of quantum post nanostructures are investigated. Con�nement ofcharge within these nanostructures alters their con�ning potential and producesa solid state analogue to the ionization of charge from atoms. Chapters 5 and 6detail the search for experimental signatures of subharmonic emission possiblein asymmetric quantum wells, a nonlinearity brought about entirely by thestrong interaction of charge within the well.
1.1 Quantum wells1.1.1 Basic physicsIn a crystalline material with a regular potential, the wave functions can bewritten using the well known Bloch functions:

ψnk (r) = eik·runk (r) (1.1)The quantum number n denotes the energy band of the wave function.Energies of these bands di�er from material to material due to the di�erentpotential energies of the atoms forming the crystal lattice. The di�erencesin band energies between di�erent materials make it possible to arti�cially2



Figure 1.1: A simple picture of a quantum well potential energy with valenceand conduction bands, formed by placing a low band gap material betweentwo layers of higher band gap material. An example would be a layer of GaAsbetween two layers of AlGaAs.engineer potentials by placing di�erent materials next to each other. Whena material with a low band gap is placed in a higher band gap material, theresult is a con�ning potential for the charge existing in that band (Figure 1.1).The simplest version of this is the in�nite square well, familiar to anyonewho has taken undergraduate level quantum mechanics. The band gap of thesurrounding material is assumed to be in�nite, impossible in a real material,but often an excellent approximation. Looking at a single band (within this3



work, always the conduction band), for a well of width L, extending from z = 0to z = L, the wave functions and energies take the form:
En =

n2
~

2π

2m∗L2
(1.2)

ψn =

√

2

L
sin

(nπz

L

) (1.3)Of course, these are just the energies due to the con�nement in the z-direction, and the freedom of charge to move in the x-y plane of the quantumwell creates a continuous range of energies. If charge is then introduced to thewell through doping, charge occupies these conduction subbands according tothe density of states and the Fermi distribution function.The density of states for a system with one con�ned and two free dimensionsis given by the expression [1]:
N2D =

m

π~2
(1.4)This two dimensional density of states is unique in that it is independentof energy. Of course, this is just the available states for electrons. The Fermidistribution function is then used to determine how electrons are distributed4



in these states at a given temperature for a given Fermi energy.
f(E) =

[

1

exp ((E − EF ) /kBT ) + 1

] (1.5)In order to �nd the total electron density in a band, one then must integratethe density of states times the fractional �lling of the states over all possibleenergies.
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π~2
ln (1 + exp (EF/kBT )) (1.7)This expression for the densities in the occupied subbands is accurate evenfor wells with �nite con�ning potentials.For the wave functions and energies of real wells, many situations will re-quire a more accurate solution of the energy eigenstates and wave functions.For a single particle, an analytic solution of the Schrodinger equation can stillbe obtained for a simple well with �nite potentials. However, to calculate thewave functions and eigenenergies for more complicated wells with charge inthem, numerical solutions must be used. To do this, an iterative approach is5



used. First the Schrodinger equation is solved for the basic wave functions ofthe well containing no charge.
−

~
2

2m∗

∂2

∂z2
ψi (z) + V (z)ψi (z) = Eiψi (z) (1.8)The wave functions are then used to calculate a new potential due to thedistribution of charge within the well, using the Poisson equation:

∂2Ve−e

∂z2
= −

4πe2

ε

∑

i

Ni|ψi (z) |
2 (1.9)Where the total potential energy now consists of two terms:

V (z) = V0 (z) + Ve−e (z) (1.10)The �rst term V0 describes the original potential energy due to the bandstructure of the well material, and Ve−e is the modi�cation to the potentialthat the electrostatic forces of the electrons in the well produce. This numer-ical solution for the new charge distribution and resulting potential addition
Ve−e gives a modi�ed total potential, and the wave functions for this new po-tential must be solved using (1.8). An iterative process is run between the twoequations until the solution for the potential and eigenstates/energies reaches6



Figure 1.2: Wave functions and the well potential for increasing charge den-sities. As the charge is increased, the energy between the ground and �rstexcited states decreases.a steady state. The e�ect of increasing charge density in a well on both thewave functions and resulting energies is shown in Figure 1.2.For a more complicated set of wave functions and energies such as those inFigure 1.2, the wave functions can still be split into complicated wave functionsin the z direction, φn (z), and plane waves in the x-y directions, eik·r. The energyof an electron in the nth subband and with in-plane momentum k⊥ = (kx, ky)7



Figure 1.3: Quantum well subbands, with parabolic dispersion from the in-plane freedom of motion and energy levels from the z quantization.is then given by:
Ekx,ky,n = ~(k2

x + k2

y)/2m
∗ + En (1.11)with wave functions given by:

fn = Cφ (z) eik·r (1.12)where n denotes the subband, C is a constant to normalize the wave func-tions, and the subband energies En are found by solving (1.8) and (1.9). Thisgives a parabolic dispersion relation with bands as shown in Figure 1.3.
8



1.1.2 Intersubband absorptionIn the single electron model, �lled states of the quantum well will absorblight that is resonant with the energy spacing to the next excited state, causinga transition of an electron in a lower subband to an excited subband. To lookmore carefully at this transition, we can �rst look at Fermi's golden rule forthe transition rate between two states, in the electric dipole approximation (thewavelength of light is much large than the extent of the states):
Wif =

2π

~

e2E2

0

4m∗2ω2
|〈i|e · p|f〉|2 δ (Ef −Ei − ~ω) (1.13)where E0 is the electric �eld amplitude of the exciting wave, |i〉 and |f〉 arethe initial and �nal state wave functions, e is the polarization vector of theelectric �eld, Ef and Ei are the �nal and initial subband energies, and p is thequantum mechanical momentum operator.[2] Assuming the photon energy isresonant with the subband spacing (Ef −Ei = ~ω), the main term determiningfor which state combinations absorption will occur is |〈i|e · p|f〉|2. It has beenshown that for quantum well systems, this expands into two terms,

〈i|e · p|f〉 = e· 〈uν|p |uν′〉 〈fn|fn′〉 + e· 〈uν| uν′〉 〈fn|p|fn′〉 (1.14)9



related to the interband (conduction to valence) and intersubband (betweenstates in the conduction band), with ν denoting bands, and n denoting sub-bands.Writing the intersubband integral explicitly using (1.12) for the form of fn,we get:
〈fn |e · p| fn′〉 = C2

ˆ

d3r eik⊥·rφ∗

n (z) (e · p) eik
′

⊥
·rφn′ (z) (1.15)The x and y terms of e · p =

∑

j
êj
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−i~
∂

∂xj

) will both leave φn′ undi�eren-tiated , making its integral with the orthogonal φn zero (unless n = n′). In thecase n = n′, a non-zero value for the integral is possible only if k⊥ = k
′

⊥
, sinceotherwise an oscillating exponential term exp

(

−i
(

k⊥ − k
′

⊥

)

·r
) is left, whichwill average to zero. This also means that even for the surviving z term, theinitial and �nal k⊥ must be the same. Additionally, the fact that just the pzterm survives means that only radiation polarized along the growth directionwill be able to produce an intersubband absorption, a selection rule importantfor the measurements carried out in this work.
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1.1.3 Depolarization shiftWhile (1.8) and (1.9) give the correct intersubband energy spacing and wavefunctions, the observed intersubband absorption actually occurs at a higherfrequency due to the depolarization shift. This is due to the fact that the actualabsorption is a collective charge excitation, not a single electron excitation.Essentially, the charge in the well dynamically screens the e�ect of the infraredexcitation �eld, which in turns shifts the absorption frequency. Allen et. al. [3]calculated this e�ect, and found that the shifted absorption energy is describedby:
Ẽ12 = E12

√

1 + α
N1 −N2

Ns

(1.16)where N1 and N2 are the sheet charge densities in the �rst and secondquantum well subbands, Ns = N1 + N2 is the total sheet charge density, Ẽ12(E12) is the depolarization shifted (bare) intersubband frequency, and α is thedepolarization parameter. This factor α = 8πe2NsS1010/κω10, where S1010 is anintegral over the wave functions, κ is the dielectric constant (∼ 13 for GaAs),and ω10 is the bare intersubband frequency. The e�ect grows as the sheetdensity increases and is more pronounced for smaller ω10. For mid-infrared11



Figure 1.4: The depolarization shift for a 40 nm quantum well. It pushes theinfrared absorption frequency higher in energy than the actual intersubbandspacing.quantum wells the e�ect is negligible, but in the terahertz the shift can becomea large fraction of the intersubband energy and cannot be ignored.The next logical step beyond the quantum well is the introduction of furthercon�nement. Systems with two-con�ned dimensions are known as quantumwires, and introducing a third dimension of con�nement produces a quantumdot.
12



1.2 Quantum dotsQuantum dots have excited considerable interest since their inception due totheir ability to function as arti�cial atoms.[4] Unlike real atoms, their optoelec-tronic properties can be engineered through materials selection and geometry,allowing for production of dots with properties suited to their application. Asin atoms, discrete energy levels are formed for con�ned carriers. However, dueto their signi�cantly increased size, their energy levels are usually much moreclosely spaced. Coulomb e�ects play a more important role in these structuresas their dimensions grow larger and the Coulomb energy scales become a sig-ni�cant fraction of the intersublevel energy spacing. Considerable study hasgone into the way in which electrons �ll and interact in quantum dots, andtheir corresponding infrared and optical spectroscopic properties.[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]The quantum dots studied here are based on InAs self-assembled quantumdots. Their growth process is detailed in Figure 1.5. Monolayers of InAs aresuccessively grown on a GaAs substrate. Due to the lattice mismatch betweenInAs and GaAs (Indium is a bigger atom than Gallium), after a few monolayersit becomes energetically favorable for the InAs atoms to redistribute themselvesto form small islands on the GaAs, quantum dots. These dots have a lower13



Figure 1.5: Growth process for InAs quantum dots.band gap than the surrounding GaAs, and as for quantum wells they con�necharge, but three dimensionally. They are roughly shaped like a pancake, withdiameters of ∼ 30 nm and heights of ∼ 5 nm.As in quantum wells, bound states for charge are formed in the quantumdots. The simplest model for a quantum dot is just a three dimensional versionof the particle in a box. Assuming a rectangular box with sides Lx, Ly, Lz theenergies and wave functions become:
Enx,ny,nz
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~

2π

2m∗

(
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) (1.18)The largest dimension of the dot, Lx, Ly, or Lz determines the energy14



spacing between the lowest two levels. This becomes important when makingthe transition to quantum posts. For quantum dots, the largest dimension isin the radial dimension, and the lowest energy states are controlled by thisdimension. This radius is di�cult to change outside of a narrow range, settinga limit on the size tunability of the lowest energy states. More complicatedmodels of the energy states in quantum dots are used in practice, with mostactual calculations of energies being done numerically, but they are beyondwhat is necessary here.
1.3 Quantum posts: a new nanostructureThe quantum post is a nanostructure based on quantum dots in the InGaAsmaterials system. Quantum posts are roughly cylindrical in shape and havediameters similar to quantum dots (∼ 30 nm). While the heights of typicalquantum dots are ∼ 5 nm, quantum posts have been grown with heights of upto 60 nm. This height is controlled with nanometer precision during growth.If they are su�ciently tall, their lowest energy levels can be controlled directlyby selection of their height [10, 11] rather than being de�ned by the radialcon�nement as in quantum dots, as (1.17) suggests.[12] This produces an energy15



Figure 1.6: Calculated intersublevel spacings for quantum posts of two di�erentheights. Taller quantum posts produce smaller level spacings. Calculations byCraig Pryor. [10]level structure with spacings that are tunable from the MIR to FIR dependingon the height of the post. Calculated energies for posts of two di�erent heightsare shown in Figure 1.6.Their increased height also increases the buildup of Indium lattice mismatchstrain, which signi�cantly alters the energetic depth of quantum posts comparedto dots. Quantum posts are o�set from the GaAs conduction band edge by only120 meV, shallower than dots of similar Indium content, which are o�set by
∼ 300 meV.[13, 14, 15] A �nal important di�erence between the two is that the16



Figure 1.7: TEM image showing two quantum posts embedded in the 10%indium quantum well. [10]quantum posts are embedded in an energetically shallower InGaAs quantumwell matrix of the same physical height as the posts. This quantum well issimilar to the wetting layer in quantum dots and is an unavoidable byproductof the post growth process. Like the wetting layer it acts as a charge trap, butit is far thicker, and its spectral and charge transport properties are accordinglydi�erent.[16]The growth of the quantum posts is essentially a repeated layer structureof quantum dots. A seed layer of InAs quantum dots is grown at a densityof 1x1010/cm2 to serve as nucleation centers for the post structures. Afterthis, repetitions of 7 monolayers of GaAs and 1 monolayer of InAs are grown,with a 60 second wait time after each layer of GaAs or InAs. This wait timegives the system time to come to equilibrium. The GaAs layer moves awayfrom the strain center at the dot, leaving its peak exposed, and the InAs layer17



selectively moves onto the top of the now exposed dot layer, forming anotherquantum dot directly in contact with the �rst. This growth forms a fairlyhomogenous columnar structure after intermixing occurs during the growth.The heights of these structures are directly controlled via the number of rep-etitions of the GaAs/InAs layers. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis has beenperformed on posts, and it is found that after intermixing, the post composi-tion is In0.45Ga0.55As, while the surrounding quantum well is In0.1Ga0.9As.
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Chapter 2Terahertz Absorption of InGaAsQuantum Posts
Here, an investigation of terahertz absorption due to electrons con�ned inquantum post and quantum well nanostructures is presented. The original goalof the project was to observe single electron transitions from ground to excitedstates in the conduction band of quantum posts. As mentioned in in Section1.3, the three dimensional con�nement of charge in the posts reduces the phasespace available to electrons occupying their states. This should increase theirlifetimes over their quantum well analogues, where con�nement is only in asingle direction, by reducing coupling to non-radiative decay mechanisms. Areduced coupling makes them attractive for possible incorporation as the activeregion of devices such as quantum cascade lasers. The �rst step was to deter-mine the energy level structure of the posts, which had already been calculated19



to be in the terahertz range for the heights available by MBE growth.However, as the project evolved, it was found that controllably loadingsingle electrons into the large number of posts necessary to observe terahertztransitions presented a number of problems. In the end, spectroscopic mea-surements of quantum post samples where electrons inhabit both the quantumposts and the surrounding quantum well were performed. While this was notthe original goal of the project, the results proved to form a very interestingphysical picture. In the interpretation of the absorption of the structures, sin-gle particle calculations were found to be insu�cient to explain energy levelstructure of the quantum posts and the observed spectroscopic behavior. Fullcalculations with many interacting electrons were performed to predict the shiftof the post energy levels due to the Coulomb blockade and to understand theelectronic �lling of the posts and surrounding quantum well. The energeticallyshallow nature of the posts and surrounding matrix quantum well means thatboth can be charged at the same time. Signi�cant Coulomb interactions be-tween electrons in the posts and electrons in the matrix quantum well play animportant role in the electronic structure of the system. Consequently, the ab-sorption measurements along with the energy level calculations led to a picturewhere the normal two dimensional electron gas present in the quantum well is20



perforated by highly charged quantum posts that can locally alter the densityof electrons in the well.[17, 18, 19]Both the capacitance measurements and voltage dependent absorption mea-surements in Section 2.3 were taken at 10 K , close to the zero-temperaturelimit for these samples where the thermal energy (kBT = 0.86 meV) is muchless than the energy of the THz transitions being studied (3 THz = 12.9 meV)
2.1 SampleThe design used for the samples in the �nal experiments in this chapterwas relatively simple, but the development to the �nal structure took severaliterations. The sample design is modeled after samples used in experimentson conventional InAs quantum dots.[20] The basic design principle is to usea DC bias voltage to selectively �ll successive energy levels in the quantumposts. This has previously been accomplished in quantum dots and studiedextensively. However, in quantum posts this proved more di�cult. Their moreclosely spaced energy levels and high level of inhomogeneous broadening provedto make it impossible to resolve electronic loading of individual energy levelswithin posts using the large sample pads necessary for the terahertz absorption21



experiments.The basic design in all versions of the sample uses a MISFET (Metal In-sulator Semiconductor Field E�ect Transistor) structure.[21] This is shownschematically in Figure 2.1. An insulating region containing the active regionof the sample (in this section, a layer of quantum posts or a reference quan-tum well) is placed between a heavily doped back contact and an aluminumSchottky gate at the top. The heavily doped back gate pins the Fermi levelin the conduction band. An AlGaAs barrier between the Schottky and backgates is added to reduce leakage current between the two contacts. A structurelike this can be used as a transistor if two contacts are placed on opposite sidesof the Schottky contact. The Schottky contact can then be used as a gatecontrolling current �owing between the two back contacts (source and drain).Here, the sample is processed such that a single back contact is used, so thatcurrent is not �owing in the back contact during measurements, there is merelya bias between the Schottky contact and the back gate. This causes the deviceto function as a diode. A bias can be applied between the back gate and theSchottky contact, simultaneously altering the electric �eld in the active regionand modifying its charge density. This e�ect can be seen in Figure 2.2 for the�nal sample design. 22



As bias is applied, the actual change in voltage at the active region mustbe calculated by taking into account the built-in Schottky barrier and thee�ect of the lever arm. The Schottky voltage in our samples was ∼ 0.7 V.This means that the e�ective voltage at the surface in Figure 2.1 is Vsurface =

VSchottky − Vapplied, where Vapplied is de�ned at the top contact relative to theback contact sitting as a ground. At the active region, the distance from thesurface reduces the total change in voltage to (tbarrier/ttotal)Vsurface, where thefactor (tbarrier/ttotal) is known as the lever arm. This lever arm is an importantfactor when analyzing the capacitance of the sample in Section 2.2.In the design of the quantum posts, there were three main sample designiterations. In the �rst sample design, the structure from earlier works[20] withquantum dots was copied nearly exactly. This used a relatively short 25 nmtunneling barrier. However, absorption measurements using this design didnot show any evidence of absorption from quantum posts. The electric �eldat which the posts load is determined directly by the distance tbarrier, andcalculations[22] suggested that at this electric �eld the single electron transi-tions would in fact be Stark shifted out of the detection range of the absorptionexperiment.To solve this problem, in the next sample iteration the tunneling barrier23



Figure 2.1: General conduction band structure of the MISFET samples.distance was signi�cantly increased to 45 nm. This �attens the bands signi�-cantly when the quantum posts begin to load with electrons. Additionally, thetotal thickness of the sample was increased to keep the lever arm approximatelythe same. However, the voltage at which the quantum posts loaded was nowclose to the forward bias breakdown voltage of the diode structure, which madethe capacitance of the sample di�cult to measure.In the �nal sample design iteration, a delta-doped layer was added to theGaAs spacer between the active region and the AlGaAs barrier, to decreasethe voltage at which the quantum posts began to load with electrons. This24



Figure 2.2: Sample band diagram at several voltages. The inset shows theassociated charge densities as the active region, and then the modulation dopedregion �ll with charge.proved to give terahertz absorption that could be attributed to the quantumposts (Section 2.3). The sample band diagram is shown in Figure 2.2 for severalbias voltages, along with the charge density. The �nal sample structure was asfollows: A 40 nm heavily n-doped region (2x1018electrons/cm3) serves as theback gate for the structure. Next a 45 nm GaAs layer is grown, to act as abarrier between the n-doped layer and the quantum posts. The quantum postsare grown on top of this GaAs layer at a density of 1x1010/cm2. For the �nalsample design, quantum posts with 12 dot repetitions were grown, resulting ina total post height of 30 nm. After the post layer is completed, a 60 nm GaAs25



Figure 2.3: Schematic of the structure of the sample, showing the various layers.[17]layer is deposited, followed by a 176 nm Al0.4Ga0.6As barrier to reduce currentacross the sample, and a 20 nm capping GaAs layer. A delta doping layer(6x1011electrons/cm2) is placed in the 60 nm GaAs spacer, 50 nm from theactive layer, to allow the active layer to �ll before current is drawn across thesample. A 300 nm aluminum layer is evaporated on the surface of the sample,forming the Schottky gate. Indium metal is annealed to contact the back gate.For the samples investigated here, only a single active layer containing quan-tum posts is grown. As Section 1.3 details, the quantum posts and surrounding26



Figure 2.4: Band diagram in the z-direction for the quantum posts and quan-tum well. [17]quantum well matrix are of approximately the same height. In the 30 nm tallquantum posts investigated here, the vertical con�nement de�nes the smallestlevel spacing. Thus, the energy spacings between conduction subbands of thequantum well matrix are similar to the energy spacings between conduction-band levels arising from vertical con�nement in the quantum posts. To distin-guish between e�ects occurring in the quantum well and those occurring dueto the presence of the quantum posts, we compare experimental results on asample containing a layer of 30 nm high quantum posts with results from a ref-erence sample that contains a 30 nm In0.1Ga0.9As quantum well with no posts.The reference quantum well resembles the matrix of the quantum post sample.
27



2.2 CapacitanceCapacitance-voltage spectroscopy was used to measure the charging of thesample.[23] For a simple parallel plate capacitor, the capacitance is simply givenby C = εA/d, where ε is the dielectric constant of the sample, A is the area ofthe capacitor plates, and d is the distance between the plates. For the samplesstudied here, there are most often large sheets of charge, so this model is veryuseful in understanding the capacitive behavior. Initially, before any chargingof the active region of the structure, the capacitance between the heavily dopedback gate and the aluminum front gate is measured. When charge tunnels intoa structure closer to the back gate, the distance between the aluminum frontgate and the closest charged layer decreases (reducing d), in turn increasingthe capacitance. By monitoring the capacitance at di�erent DC biases, chargemoving from a back gate layer to another part of the sample structure can bedetected, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.2.2.1 TechniqueTo measure the capacitance, the sample is biased with a DC voltage and asmall AC signal. 28



Figure 2.5: The sample before charging (left) and after charging (right). (Left)At large negative biases, the active region of the sample is above the Fermi level,and electrons cannot tunnel into the active region. The capacitance measuredhere is between the gate and the back contact. (Right) As the bias is increased,the energy of states in the active region become resonant with the Fermi level,and tunneling into the region occurs. This results in a corresponding increasein capacitance.
VApplied = VDC + VAC cos (ωt) (2.1)

VDC is used to tilt the band structure, modifying the electric �eld andcharging of the active region, as shown in Figure 2.2. The small AC voltageis used to measure the capacitance at VDC . The impedance of a capacitor inresponse to an AC voltage is given by Zcap = 1/iωC. Using Ohm's Law, onecan see that the AC current response will be directly related to the capacitance
I (ω) =

V (ω)

Z (ω)
= V (ω) iωC (2.2)29



The AC current response is thus used as a direct measurement of the samplecapacitance. In practice, a DC voltage from a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter isadded to a small AC voltage (∼ 2 mV peak to peak) from the internal referencesine wave of an SRS 830 lock-in ampli�er using a special isolating circuit. Thiscombined voltage is then applied to the sample. The sample's current responseto the AC voltage is sent to a transimpedance ampli�er where it is convertedto a voltage, which is then measured by the lock-in. The out-of-phase currentresponse corresponds to the capacitance of the sample. In order to determinethe magnitude of the capacitance measured, a reference capacitor placed withinthe isolating circuit is �rst measured, which accomplishes two things. First, itestablishes the correct phase for the lock-in when measuring purely capacitivesignals (including possible additions to the phase due to the internal ampli�ca-tion in the circuit). Second, it gives a measured signal magnitude for a knowncapacitance, which works as a calibration to determine the magnitude of themeasured sample capacitance. This second feature is important when usingthe capacitance to determine to the charge in the sample.Care must be taken when choosing the magnitude of this AC voltage. Itssize directly determines the level of the signal response, as can be seen from(2.2). If there is a certain inherent level of noise in the measurement, choosing30



a bigger AC amplitude can be used to improve signal to noise. However, thebigger the AC amplitude, the more of the capacitance curve that is sampled bythe AC waveform, and the more the capacitive features are washed out. Thismeans the amplitude of the AC voltage must be chosen to be smaller than thevoltage resolution that is desired in the measurement. With the measurementspresented here, the area of the gated area was large to improve the terahertzabsorption, so the signal level was well above the noise even for small ACvoltages, so the achievable voltage resolution was not a limiting factor in themeasurements.Once the capacitance has been measured, the charge can easily be deter-mined, using
dQ = C (V ) dV → Q =

ˆ

C (V ) dV (2.3)Most often, the relevant �gure is the areal charge density, which is easilycalculated since the size of the top contact is known. Speci�c examples areshown in the following section for the quantum post samples.
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Figure 2.6: Capacitance of the quantum well (a) and quantum post sample (b).2.2.2 Sample Capacitance and InterpretationFigure 2.6 shows the capacitance spectra of the quantum well and quan-tum post samples. The two capacitance curves look similar, except for a smallextra feature in the quantum post sample starting at -2.0 V. In order to un-derstand the capacitive behavior of the two samples, simulations of the sampleband structure and resulting capacitance were performed as a function of biasvoltage. The simulations were performed using Greg Snider's one dimensionalSchrödinger-Poisson solver.[24] The results of the quantum well sample simu-lation are shown in Figure 2.7. While the curves do not line up exactly, theyserve the purpose of understanding the sample band structure as a functionof voltage, and understanding what charging state the three main capacitive32



Figure 2.7: Modeling curve for the quantum well sample capacitance.regions correspond to.In the quantum well, below -1.5 V the conduction band of the active layerremains above the Fermi level, and the active region is uncharged. This corre-sponds to the blue curve in Figure 2.2. As the voltage is increased above -1.5V, the lowest subband of the quantum well reaches the Fermi level, leading tothe electronic �lling of the quantum well. This increases the capacitance byreducing the distance between the front gate and the leading edge of the chargedistribution. The band diagram for this state is shown in red in Figure 2.2.As the bias voltage is further increased above -0.75 V, the delta-doped region33



of the sample reaches the Fermi level and begins to �ll with electrons, causinganother step-like increase in the capacitance, re�ected in the black curve ofFigure 2.2.The capacitance spectrum of the quantum post sample (Figure 2.6b) issimilar to that of the quantum well. The two rises found in the quantum wellreference sample are present, again caused by electronic �lling of the quantumwell matrix and delta doped region. As mentioned above, at -2.0 V there isan additional capacitance increase associated with the onset of charging in thequantum posts. Due to their higher indium content, the posts are energeticallydeeper than the quantum well, and their bound states reach the Fermi leveland begin to �ll at lower voltages.Integration of the capacitance curves was performed to determine the chargedensity in the quantum posts and quantum well. To determine the chargedensity in the quantum well reference sample, the capacitance was integratedas shown in Figure 2.8. The 1-D Poisson simulations showed that it is onlyin this voltage range that the well is charging. After, the charge density inthe well stays essentially the same, and all the charge entering the sample goesto the modulation doped region. The total capacitance in this region mustbe used, as the charge layer in the quantum well covers the entire area of the34



Figure 2.8: (a) Integration of the capacitance of the reference quantum wellsample to obtain the charge density. (b) Extracted charge density in the wellas a function of the applied bias.sample under the front gate, essentially becoming the closest parallel plate inthe capacitor.Interpretation of the quantum post capacitance was slightly more compli-cated. Figure 2.9b shows the region that was integrated to obtain the chargein the well, the same as in the reference well. The region beginning at -2.0V must be associated with charging of the posts directly, since it is absent inthe reference well. In this region where only the posts have begun to �ll withelectrons, however, most of the capacitance of the sample is still due to thelarge background caused by the back gate. The quantum posts are just a smallperturbation on top of this, and to take into account their capacitance, the35



Figure 2.9: The charge integration process for the quantum post sample, de-scribed in the text.
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Figure 2.10: Frequency dependence of the direct tunneling region of the quan-tum post capacitance.background must �rst be subtracted. However, integration of the capacitancein this region between -2.0 and -1.5 V reveals that the posts have only �lledwith 2.5x109electrons/cm2, signi�cantly less than their areal density. This in-dicates that direct tunneling across the barrier layer into the quantum postsis ine�cient. Decreasing the frequency of the oscillating voltage in the CVmeasurement shows no increase in the electronic �lling down to 50 Hz, indicat-ing that the limiter to direct tunneling is coming from increased �lling beingenergetically unfavorable at this voltage, not from the oscillating voltage beingfaster than the tunneling time constant (Figure 2.10) This behavior is not fullyunderstood. 37



However, as the �rst subband in the well reaches the Fermi level, charge isable to e�ciently transfer into the well. If the two curves from the quantumpost and quantum well reference sample are overlaid, it can be seen that thequantum well region of the quantum post sample appears to be charging over alarger voltage range (Figure 2.9c). Energetically they should match each other,so the charge must be tunneling into the well, and then dropping into the postsin this region.[25] By subtracting the number of electrons in the quantum well ofthe reference sample from the number of electrons in the quantum well matrixof the post sample, the number of electrons in the posts can be extracted(Figure 2.9d). Comparison of the two capacitance curves shows that the postelectron density is 6x1010electrons/cm2, or 6 electrons per post by the timethe modulation doped region begins to �ll at -0.75 V.
2.3 AbsorptionTo investigate the terahertz electronic resonances of the quantum posts,the voltage and temperature dependent absorption spectra of the quantumwell reference and the quantum post samples were compared. With the knownelectron distribution from the capacitance, these measurements can be used to38



determine what is happening in the sample at di�erent charge densities.2.3.1 Experimental SetupThe terahertz absorption spectra were taken using Fourier transform in-frared (FTIR) spectroscopy with a Bruker IFS66v FTIR. A mercury arc lampis used as a broadband black body source of terahertz light. This is sent througha scanning arm Michelson interferometer and then through the sample. Thetransmitted light is detected by a 4.2 Kelvin Si composite bolometer. A squarewave voltage at 250 Hz is applied to the sample, alternating the charge state ofthe active layer between -3.0 V (a voltage where no charge has tunneled into theposts or well) and the voltage being investigated. This modulates the absorp-tion of the sample, which is detected by a lock-in ampli�er. The scanning armof the interferometer steps through its range and the resulting interferogram isFourier-transformed to an absorption spectrum.By locking-in to the modulated absorption a background-free measurementis obtained. Since the voltage is alternating between a charged and fully un-charged state in the structure, the absorption is directly measured, rather thanthe derivative of the absorption. Changing the high voltage of the square wave39



Figure 2.11: Experimental setup for the terahertz absorption of quantum posts.for each scan gives the absorption as a function of voltage. To normalize outthe frequency response of the spectrometer and detector, a reference transmis-sion spectrum is taken at -3.0 V, a voltage where the active layer is depleted.Each modulated absorption spectrum is divided by this reference, to extractthe true absorption of the sample. Experiments presented here always probean ensemble of approximately 2.5x109 posts.
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2.3.2 Voltage DependenceThe absorption measurements in this section were all taken at 10 Kelvin.The absorption as a function of voltage for the quantum well reference andquantum post samples are shown in Figure 2.12, along with the associatedcapacitance curves.When the quantum well reference sample (Figure 2.12a) begins to load at-1.5 V, a single absorption line appears near 5 THz. It is Stark shifted bythe DC electric �eld to a frequency that is signi�cantly higher than the bareintersubband frequency for the well. As the voltage is further increased, theDC electric �eld at the well decreases (Fig. 2.12a, inset), and the absorptionred-shifts strongly as the magnitude of the DC Stark e�ect decreases. Self-consistent simulations including the dynamic electron-electron interaction inthe random phase approximation[26] (depolarization shift) match these ob-served transition energies at the well electron density derived from the capac-itance data (∼ 2.4x1011 electrons/cm2).[27] These simulations show that thiscorresponds to absorption from the lowest quantum well subband to the �rstexcited subband. As the charge density in the well increases, a second peakis observed near 4.6 THz, starting near -0.25 V. Quantum mechanical selec-41



Figure 2.12: Voltage dependent absorption of the quantum posts and quantumwell. (a) The quantum well shows two distinct absorption lines, associatedwith intersubband transitions from the ground to �rst excited state (14 meVline) and the �rst to second excited state (19 meV line). (b) In the quantumpost sample, the same two absorption lines are present, but additionally thereis a large background absorption, associated with a transition involving thequantum posts. [17]tion rules forbid the ground to second excited state transition, and theoreticalcalculations predict the �rst to second excited state transition to occur at thisfrequency, and the second peak is associated with this transition.Since the posts are energetically deeper than the well in the reference sam-ple, they begin to load at -2 V rather than -1.5 V. The Stark shift at thisvoltage is so large that it pushes the frequency of the post transition above 6THz, where phonon absorption makes the sample opaque to THz light. The42



Figure 2.13: (a) Quantum post and quantum well absorption at 0.5 volts. (b)An additional underlying absorption is present in the quantum post sample,associated with an absorption involving the quantum posts. The black line isthe original absorption, with the green dot-dash line being the total �t. TheLorentzian �ts for the quantum well absorption are red dashed lines, and the�t for the quantum post absorption is shown in blue, with black has marksunder it. [17]features of the quantum post sample absorption seen in Figure 2.12b are sim-ilar to those in the quantum well reference sample. Two peaks are observed,corresponding to the same transitions in the quantum well region. However,it can be seen that there is a large additional background absorption in thequantum post sample that is not present in the quantum well reference.Absorption spectra were investigated in detail at 0.5 V, when the chargein each active region is nearly independent of voltage and the quantum welland quantum posts are close to �at-band (zero electric �eld) conditions. Thequantum well spectrum (Figure 2.13a) shows the two clear peaks at 14 and43



19 meV discussed earlier, as well as a linear background absorption starting at10 meV. The origin of the linear background absorption is unclear, althoughit may be associated with TO phonon absorption in InAs, or possibly weakbound to continuum absorption from a �lled subband of the well. The ab-sorption of the quantum post sample shows the two peaks characteristic of thequantum well reference sample, which are assigned to the quantum well matrixsurrounding the posts. In addition, there is a large underlying absorption thatis absent in the quantum well sample, which is assigned to transitions involv-ing the posts. Figure 2.13b shows a deconvolution of the spectrum in whichthe two Lorentzian peaks due to the quantum well transitions and the linearbackground are subtracted. The remaining absorption is �t with a Gaussianline-shape, the expected absorption line-shape for a transition dominated byinhomogeneity as in quantum dots. The simplest assignment of the Gaussianline would be to single-electron transitions between sublevels of the quantumposts, which are at THz frequencies. However, the capacitance measurementsin Section 2.2 show that the posts have accepted their maximum number ofelectrons and the well has started to �ll. This leaves all intersublevel transi-tions within the posts Pauli-blocked. This leaves the question of the origin ofthe post absorption. To understand this, temperature dependent absorption44



measurements were performed.2.3.3 Temperature DependenceTo further investigate and clarify the origin of the quantum post relatedabsorption, temperature dependent absorption measurements were performedon both samples. The post states are energetically deeper below the Fermi levelthan the well states, and as such should have a di�erent temperature depen-dent �lling fraction. Figures 2.14 (a) and (b) show the temperature dependentabsorption of the quantum well and quantum post sample at a voltage of 0.5V, where conduction band states in the posts are full, and both the �rst andsecond subbands of the quantum well have begun to �ll. As in the voltagedependence, Lorentzian �ts of the quantum well absorption and Gaussian �tsof the quantum post absorption were performed at each temperature, and thetransition strengths derived from the �ts are plotted in the top panel of Fig-ure 2.14. Self-consistent calculations were used to predict the quantum wellabsorption strengths based on the transition oscillator strengths and the elec-tronic �lling of the well, with the results shown as solid lines. As expected inthe quantum well, the �rst subband quickly depopulates with increasing tem-45



Figure 2.14: Temperature dependent absorption spectra of the reference quan-tum well (a) and quantum post (b) samples. In the top panels of each, �ts ofthe Lorentzian quantum well absorptions and Gaussian quantum post absorp-tions are shown as dots, with the calculated strengths shown as solid lines. (c)Band structure of the quantum well energy levels, along with the temperaturedependent �lling fractions calculated according to the Fermi distribution andthe constant density of states for a quantum well. [17]46



perature, and a corresponding decrease in absorption is seen from the groundto �rst excited subband transition. The slight mismatch in the quantum wellbetween the predicted and measured transition strength at low temperaturesfor the ground to �rst excited subband transition is not understood, but thegood match at higher temperatures indicates that thermal depopulation of thestates is occurring as would be expected based on the Fermi distribution. Thepopulation of the second subband increases with temperature, and correspond-ingly the absorption from the �rst to second excited subband gains strength.The underlying Gaussian transition is nearly una�ected by the temperatureincrease, consistent with an energy level that is deeper below the Fermi levelthan the quantum well subbands, implying the involved energy level must bein the posts.Additionally, many-body e�ects (the depolarization shift) change as thetemperature is increased in the quantum well sample. As the temperature in-creases, the population N1 decreases while N2 increases, which decreases thetotal factor shifting the transition energy in 1.16, thus decreasing the depolar-ization shift.[28] As the temperature increases in the quantum well sample, theground to �rst excited state energy shifts towards its bare transition energy.While the temperature dependent measurements have con�rmed that the47



transition is starting from a post level, which should not depopulate in the sameway as a quantum well level, the exact transition occurring is still unclear. Forthis, theoretical calculations were performed by Craig Pryor at the Universityof Iowa.2.3.4 A Perforated Electron GasTo identify the involved states, eight band k·p calculations of the 30 nmquantum post bound states and their energies were performed as a function ofthe number of electrons in the posts.[29, 30, 31] As found experimentally fromthe capacitance, the calculations predict that the charging energy from theCoulomb blockade prevents more than 6 electrons from occupying each post.Although the quantum posts are physically much larger than quantum dots,the total charge they can hold is found to be similar because of their smallerband o�set.With 6 electrons in a post, the calculated strongest transition is from the�lled third conduction band level to an unoccupied higher post level as shownin Figure 2.15. The associated transition energy is 20.5 meV, matching verywell with the observed value of 21 meV found for the background Gaussian.48



Figure 2.15: Theoretical calculation of the band structure in the x-y plane ofthe quantum well matrix, tracing through a post. As the post charges withelectrons, the band structure is highly dependent on the electron number, as canbe seen for the calculated states for 0 electrons and 6 electrons. The observedtransition centered around 20.5 meV is shown. [17]
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Figure 2.16: Nominal parameters used in the calculation of the post bandstructure. Parameters were determined by TEM and EDX, as well as photo-luminescence measurements. The regions at the top and bottom of the postform small quantum dots with Indium content slightly di�erent than the mainstructure of the post. In addition, the post slowly expands in diameter as it isgrown higher. Also taken into account in the calculations is the slight elliptic-ity of the post, with the diameter in the (110) direction ~20% larger than thediameter in the (1-10) direction.Electrons from the third level absorb a terahertz photon and transition to theexcited state, then scatter into the lowest subband of the quantum well. Thisis reminiscent of the transition used in quantum dot infrared photodetectors(QDIPs) and quantum dot-in-a-well photodetectors (DWELLs), but with sig-ni�cantly reduced energies.[32, 33]The inhomogeneity of the posts leads to the spread in transition energies50



seen in the Gaussian in Figure 2.13. The post modeled in the calculations isthe average post, but there is a variation in the size and shape of the posts asseen in quantum dots. This size variation also translates into di�erent chargingof posts which in turn additionally broadens the absorption line: posts withdi�erent numbers of electrons have energy levels that are modi�ed di�erentlyby the charging energy from adding additional electrons. This charging energye�ect works to spread the post energies out in addition to the broadeningexpected from variation in energy levels for posts of di�erent sizes and shapes.Additionally, the theoretical calculations show that the interpretation of thepost states lying much deeper than the quantum well states is incorrect. Thepost state with the transition that we are observing is actually directly at theFermi level. The charging energy (< 10 meV) is very close to the intersublevelspacing for the states in the post. Thus, the Fermi level is always quite closeto the highest occupied post state. This is a unique situation that occurs asthe post charges with additional electrons, and di�erentiates posts from dotsdue to their smaller energy level spacing.A remaining question is how scattering from the highest �lled state of thequantum post to the �rst quantum well subband is possible with the given elec-tron distribution. Based on the capacitance and comparisons of the observed51



quantum well energies and transition strengths with theoretical calculations,the well has an electronic sheet density of approximately 2x1011/cm2 in the�rst subband, and 4x1010/cm2 in the second subband. With the �rst subbandof the well �lled, scattering from the posts to these states should be blocked.However, calculations show that the quantum well matrix does not obey theideal two dimensional parabolic dispersion relation everywhere. Far from theposts this is a good approximation, but near the posts electrons in the well feela strong Coulomb repulsion from the six electrons in the posts. This pushes thelocal level for the well above the Fermi level, leaving open states for the quan-tum posts electrons to scatter into. The continuous electron gas normally foundin a quantum well is perforated by these regions of strong Coulomb repulsionnear the posts.2.3.5 Future DirectionsPreviously, two dimensional electron gases have been perforated by �an-tidots.� [34, 35] In antidot systems, the perforations in the electron gas arecreated by etching regular arrays of cylindrical holes near an electron gas, andthus depleting it by the surface �eld. In quantum post systems described here,52



the perforations in the electron gas in the quantum well matrix have a verydi�erent origin�they emerge as a consequence of the Coulomb repulsion by thehigh concentration of electrons in each quantum post. The length scales in thepost systems (spacing and radius of perforations) are also signi�cantly smallerthan those typically investigated in arti�cial antidot systems, which are limitedby processing restrictions. Normal incidence spectroscopy of the quantum postperforated electron gas system did not reveal any associated resonances, as ob-served in antidot systems. However, the small size of the posts may push theassociated resonances above the experimental frequency range presented here,and their random distribution may also inhomogeneously broaden it enough topush the signal below the noise �oor of the experimental setup. Further ex-perimental investigation and calculations beyond the e�ective medium theorynormally used in the antidot systems could prove to be an interesting area ofinvestigation in the quantum post perforated electron gas system.The development of the quantum post materials system was initially mo-tivated by the goal of creating nanostructures which resonate at terahertzfrequencies, with potential applications including terahertz quantum cascadelasers based on a three-dimensionally-con�ned active region, improved tera-hertz detectors, and even quantum information processing. With further de-53



Figure 2.17: Artist's representation of the energy landscape of the quantumwell two dimensional electron gas, perforated by the highly charged quantumposts. Higher electron density regions are represented by �hotter� red colors,lower electron density regions are represented with �cooler� blue colors.velopment, these applications of quantum posts may come to fruition. Chapters3 and 4 discuss further investigations of the terahertz properties of the quantumposts and their use in practical devices.
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Chapter 3Quantum Posts for TerahertzQuantum Cascade Lasers
3.1 Quantum Cascade LasersThe �rst quantum cascade laser (QCL) was demonstrated in 1994 at BellLabs, operating at mid-IR frequencies.[36] Although intersubband emission was�rst observed in the terahertz range by Helm et. al.,[37] it was seven yearsbefore a terahertz QCL was demonstrated by Kohler et. al. in Pisa, Italyat the Scuola Normale Superiore.[38] This proved di�cult both because ofdi�culty selectively injecting/extracting charge from the closely spaced energylevels in the active region, and because getting good modal overlap with theactive region in the resonant cavity proved di�cult at longer wavelengths.[39]
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3.1.1 Quantum cascade laser operating principleQuantum cascade lasers are semiconductor heterostructure devices. Theyessentially consist of a set of carefully designed quantum wells, engineered tohave intersubband transitions at the desired frequency. This set of quantumwells is then repeated, often hundreds of times in a row. Operation involvesa single type of carrier traveling through the quantum wells, emitting photonswhen they pass through the intersubband transition. This is dissimilar tointerband lasers such as diode lasers, which operate based on the recombinationof electrons and holes across the semiconductor band gap. The carriers (usuallyelectrons) travel entirely within a single band (the conduction band).Figure 3.1a shows the basic operating principle of the QCL. This design iscalled the Wannier-Stark ladder, and is the type of structure in which intersub-band emission was �rst observed. It consists of a single quantum well repeatedover and over, specially designed to feed directly from the ground state of onewell into the excited state of the next well in the cascade via resonant tunneling.In reality, however, this design is impossible to make into a true laser. In or-der for a laser to work properly, a population inversion must be maintained. TheWannier-Stark ladder leaves the upper and lower laser states equally populated,56



Figure 3.1: (a) The simplest design for a quantum cascade, called the Wannier-Stark ladder. A voltage is applied across the quantum wells, causing the drop inenergy across the structure. Tunneling is denoted by black arrows, and radia-tive emission is denoted by dark blue arrows. This design is unable to maintaina population inversion due to equal tunneling forwards and backwards. (b) Thebasic design of modern quantum cascade lasers. After the radiative laser tran-sition, a region that quickly depopulates the lower state, �cooling� the electronsand sending them into the upper laser state of the next cascade period.
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since resonant tunneling is equally likely to occur forward as it is backward. Inorder to maintain a population inversion, a design like that shown in Figure3.1b must be used. Specially regions are designed to clear the bottom laserlevel and prevent backwards tunneling, thus creating a population inversion.This type of structure is the basis for operation of all modern QCLs, althoughthe details of the electron cooling regions can vary in di�erent designs.3.1.2 Temperature Dependent PerformanceSince the �rst demonstration of a terahertz QCL, the technology has ad-vanced rapidly, with improvements in design pushing laser operating tempera-ture above 180 K in pulsed operation. One of the main goals of the research hasbeen to push operating temperatures into the range of Peltier coolers (∼ 240K). This would allow QCLs to truly be THz lasers on a chip, without the needfor bulky cryogenic cooling mechanisms. Higher temperature lasing (to ~220Kat 3 THz) has been achieved by placing QCLs in high magnetic �elds (up to 30T, see Figure 3.2). This increases the quantization in the electron gas as Lan-dau levels from and provide three dimensional con�nement. However, outsideof a research setting these �elds are impractically large, and another method58



Figure 3.2: The temperature performance of terahertz quantum cascade lasersis improved by introduction of a perpendicular magnetic �eld, which introducescon�nement. [40, 39]of achieving this same bene�cial con�nement in a QCL structure is desirable.Figure 3.3 demonstrates how increasing the degree of con�nement improvesthe temperature performance. For a quantum well providing only one con�ne-ment dimension, the electrons can occupy a continuous band of energies, and asthe temperature increases, the Fermi distribution widens and electrons occupyhigher states in the upper laser band. Eventually, electrons signi�cantly occupystates that are > 36 meV above the lower laser state, the LO phonon energyin GaAs. This makes non-radiative phonon emission a major pathway to moveto the lower laser state. This becomes extremely detrimental to operation athigher temperatures. Making a fully three dimensionally con�ned structure,however, reduces the density of states to delta functions in energy. As thetemperature is increased, even though electrons can occupy higher states, if59



Figure 3.3: a) Parabolic dispersion in a quantum well allows non-radiativetransitions via LO phonon emission to become the dominant mechanism formoving to the lower laser state at high temperatures. b) For a fully con�nedsystem, the laser states are not resonant with the LO phonon energy, and thisdecay mechanism is blocked.the laser state is not resonant with the LO phonon energy, it should not besusceptible to the same non-radiative decay channel as the quantum well.
3.2 Quantum Posts in Cascade StructuresIn this chapter, the �rst steps have been taken to incorporate quantum postsas the active region of a quantum cascade laser structure. Posts act as e�cientcharge traps because of their lower band gap, and their three dimensionalcon�nement is ideal for the improved temperature performance discussed in theprevious section. However, their relatively large conduction band o�sets makes60



incorporating posts into the cascade structure complicated, because selectivelyinjecting and extracting charge from these structures is di�cult. Strain causesthe nucleation of quantum posts, so growing a well with high enough indiumcontent to be resonant with post levels while at the same time not introducingquantum dot nucleation or strain dislocations is di�cult. The main goal wasto design and test a cascade structure that could e�ciently inject and extractelectrons from the posts.To test the injection/extraction of charge from the posts, a resonant pho-tocurrent measurement was designed based on stimulated emission of electronsin quantum posts. In normal operation of a quantum cascade laser, current isinjected into the active region, and the resulting transport of electrons throughthe energy level structure results in the emission of light. The structure is de-signed so that the excited state of the laser transition has the longest lifetime,leading to a population inversion.For the resonant photocurrent experiment, the process is run in reverse. Theactive region is biased as in normal operation, so that current is running throughthe structure. However, the active region is not placed in a resonant cavity, sothe device never reaches threshold. An intense source of THz radiation (theUCSB free electron laser) with pulse duration of a few microseconds is then61



Figure 3.4: The basic operation of the resonant photocurrent experiment. (a)Resonant driving �elds induce stimulated emission, increasing the current dur-ing the FEL pulse (b). This should result in a di�erent IV curve when the FELis on and o�.focused onto the active region. When the free electron laser (FEL) frequencyis resonant with the laser transition, the lifetime of this transition decreasesas the FEL induces stimulated emission. This is observed as a correspondingincrease in current during the FEL pulse as charge moves through the cascadestructure more quickly.The experiment took place in two stages. First, the experiment was per-formed on a working quantum well cascade laser with many periods, as a testof the experimental principle. Second, the experiment was run on the quantumpost cascade structures. To simplify the experiment, a single layer of quantum62



posts (or a single quantum well for a reference sample) was grown. In currentstate of the art quantum post growth, no more than a few layers have beenattempted. A single layer ensured that any e�ects of strain buildup or postinhomogeneity between layers would not alter the results of the experiment.3.2.1 Active Region Design: Direct vs. IndirectThe �rst design di�culty was injecting charge into the quantum posts.As discussed in the previous section, their states are energetically deep, andgrowing an InGaAs quantum well layer to match this is di�cult because ofstrain buildup. Instead, it was realized that the results of the capacitance fromChapter 2 demonstrate that the quantum well layer is easier than the poststo charge and is also an excellent way to transfer charge into the posts. Theinjector quantum well was therefore designed to inject charge into the matrixquantum well of the quantum posts.In the design of the quantum post cascade structure, the original goal wasto use a direct intersublevel transition in the post as the laser transition. Theenergy of this transition can be engineered during the growth by selection ofthe height of the posts. However, the lifetime of the �rst excited state is not63



experimentally measured, and is most likely signi�cantly shorter than the timeit takes for electrons in the ground state to tunnel into the �rst extractionquantum well. This would mean that maintaining the population inversionnecessary for a laser would be impossible.Instead an indirect transition design was chosen, similar to the operatingdesign of some conventional (quantum well based) QCLs. The rapid electrondecay into the ground state of the post is used as an advantage in this design.The electron decays to the ground state, and the laser transition is then thespatially indirect transition from the post ground state to the lowest band ofthe �rst extraction quantum well, as shown in Figure 3.5. The lifetime of thistransition should be quite long, both because of its indirect nature and becausetunneling from a 0-D to 2-D state is a slow process.Even though the terahertz transition within the post is no longer being used,it is still advantageous to use posts over dots, since the quantum well matrix is amuch easier structure to inject into than the quantum dot wetting layer.[41, 42]In addition, although there is now a quantum well state in the laser transition,the advantage of decreased coupling to LO phonons at higher temperatures isnot lost. The upper laser state is a level in the post, whose discrete density ofstates will not allow electrons to increase their energy continuously and become64



Figure 3.5: Direct (left) and indirect (right) design for the quantum post cas-cade structure.resonant with optical phonon energies as the temperature increases.To con�rm that the relative lifetimes of the direct and indirect transitionsfavor the indirect design, calculations of the transition radiative lifetimes wereperformed by Craig Pryor.[22] Figure 3.6 shows calculations of lifetimes for thedirect lasing scheme with quantum post excited to ground state transitions, aswell as the indirect lasing scheme with quantum post ground state to extractorground state transitions. The calculated times are purely radiative lifetimes,which is of course not practical in a real structure. In the real structure, cou-pling to phonons can signi�cantly reduce lifetimes. However, the reduction inlifetimes should scale approximately equally for each scheme, so the relativelifetimes for each are still comparable. For the direct scheme, ∆E, the rela-65



Figure 3.6: Radiative lifetimes for direct and indirect transitions in the singleperiod quantum post cascade. [22]tive energy di�erence between the quantum post ground state and extractorground state, needs to be zero so that electrons can resonantly tunnel out ofthe quantum post. At this applied bias the lifetime is 6x10−6 seconds and theintra-post laser transition energy is 25 meV (energy not shown). For the samelaser transition energy in the indirect scheme, one can see that the lifetime fora 25 meV transition is 3x10−4 seconds, nearly two orders of magnitude greaterthan the direct scheme. This shows that the lifetime of the indirect transitionis much more favorable for maintaining population inversion. Additionally, thequantum post to extractor transition is the depopulation mechanism for the66



direct scheme and at zero energy di�erence between the quantum post andextractor the lifetimes are very large, over 10−3 seconds. This means thatpopulation inversion would be impossible to achieve using the direct transitionwith an indirect laser transition depopulation mechanism.3.2.2 Resonant Photocurrent Experiment3.2.2.1 SamplesFor the initial experiments on the quantum well based QCL, a workingquantum cascade laser operating at 3.25 THz was used, grown and character-ized by the QCL group in Vienna. This was based on the surface plasmonwaveguide, where a heavily doped layer near the substrate of the sample actsas the bottom terahertz waveguide layer. The surface plasmon design is usedrather than the more common metal-metal waveguide design so that light canbe coupled into the QCL through the substrate.For the quantum post single cascade samples, the design shown in Figure3.7 was used. The layer structure was as follows: on a semi-insulating GaAssubstrate, a highly doped n-type GaAs layer (bottom contact) was deposited.This layer was followed by four InGaAs extractor quantum wells, separated by67



AlGaAs barriers. The indium concentrations in these four wells were 15%, 20%,25% and 25% respectively. The indium content in these wells had to be carefullyconsidered, as growing InGaAs layers with high levels of indium quickly causesbuildup of strain, eventually resulting in nucleation of quantum dots.[7] A singlelayer of 30 nm quantum posts (30 nm quantum well in the reference sample) wasthen grown to serve as the active region. Two In0.1Ga0.9As injector quantumwells separated by AlGaAs/GaAs barriers were grown directly on top of thequantum posts to serve as the injector layers. Finally a layer of highly dopedn-type GaAs was deposited to make the top contact layer.3.2.2.2 Experimental SetupBoth the quantum well and quantum post samples were processed withmesas containing the active region with an ohmic contact on top and an ohmicback contact. This back contact was well removed from the active region toavoid any possible antenna-like e�ects from the FEL being incident on bothcontacts at once. The experimental geometry of the sample is shown in Figure3.8. The facets of the samples were polished at an angle of 15 degrees toincrease the THz coupling to the active region. Samples were mounted to achip carrier with one side removed to couple in the THz light, then the contact68
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Figure 3.7: Band structure and TEM for the single period quantum post cas-cade structure.
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Figure 3.8: The chip carrier with sample mounted for the resonant photocurrentexperiment.pads were wire bonded. The chip carrier was then mounted inside a sample-in-vapor helium �ow cryostat and temperatures were maintained at 10K. Thesample-in-vapor cryostat was chosen for its large cooling power, as the currentsthat must be run through the samples are on the order of milliamps and causesigni�cant heating.Terahertz radiation was provided by the UCSB Free Electron Lasers (FELs):pulsed, narrowband radiation sources tunable between 0.1 and 4 THz, emittingpulses with durations of several microseconds. A small portion of the beam wassplit o� to measure the power of individual pulses with a pyroelectric detector,and the remaining THz power was focused onto the facet of the samples using an70



o�-axis parabolic mirror (Figure 3.9). The photocurrent response of the systemwas obtained by measuring the voltage across a resistor of known resistance inseries with the sample. Voltage across the resistor was ampli�ed by a voltagepre-ampli�er and then measured by an oscilloscope during the FEL pulse. Thevoltage measured from the test resistor for each FEL pulse was divided bythe pyroelectric signal in order to normalize out pulse to pulse �uctuationsin THz power. A DC voltage was applied with a Keithley source meter andthe photocurrent response was recorded as a function of applied bias. Thepolarization and power of the THz radiation was controlled by a successivepair of wire grid polarizers.3.2.3 Experimental Results3.2.3.1 Quantum cascade laserThe �rst system investigated was the sample of a quantum well based QCL(multiple cascades) known to produce radiation at 3.25 THz. An increase in thephotocurrent at high voltages (>15V) for frequencies near 3.25 THz would beexpected as the system moves through the electric �eld where the proper levelalignment of the radiative transition occurs. The system was investigated at a71



Figure 3.9: The experimental setup for the resonant photocurrent experiment.Photocurrent is monitored via a voltage across a test resistor in series with thesample.number of di�erent powers for a driving frequency of 3.3 THz (Figure 3.10b).It was found that an overall increase in current occurs for higher THz powers,but this e�ect is most likely due to increased heating of the carriers and notan e�ect associated with stimulated emission. Investigation of this sample atdi�erent THz frequencies shows similar behavior is present, as is seen in Figure3.10 a, and strengthens the argument that this is an e�ect which is caused byheating.The photocurrent response of this sample at a number of di�erent THzfrequencies (Figure 3.11) showed similar response: a large peak at low voltages72



Figure 3.10: Power dependent photocurrent of the quantum cascade laser fortwo frequencies. All spectra are normalized to their maximum value.between 2 V and 4 V. However, at larger applied biases, the features that appearare clearly frequency dependent. When the system is irradiated with light at3.3 THz there is little response at applied biases above 4 V; the photocurrentonly decreases as the voltage is increased. The system being driven at 1.5 and2.75 THz show interesting features above 4 V, with several peaked features.However, the transitions being a�ected are not the lasing transitions; the THzfrequency is far from the lasing frequency. The complexity of the full quantumcascade laser band structure presents a large number of possible explanationsfor the e�ects seen in the photocurrent data and prevents a straightforwardinterpretation of the QCL data. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, the73



Figure 3.11: For 50 W pump power, the frequency dependent photocurrentresponse of the quantum cascade laser.understanding of the THz interaction with the QCL structure is very limitedand we are unable to conclusively say that stimulated emission was observedin this structure.Though the complexity of the full QCL structure prevented a full under-standing of the photocurrent results, the quantum post and well samples are amore straightforward system and yielded better results.
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3.2.3.2 Single period quantum post and quantum well measure-mentsThe ideal measurement would compare the photocurrent response at dif-ferent frequencies and should only show a response for frequencies within thegain bandwidth of the QCL. However, as the experiments were performed, itbecame apparent that this approach fails to take into account the large numberof electronic states present in quantum cascade lasers in addition to the upperand lower laser levels. These additional levels have some electronic occupationas current �ows through the device, and they will shift as the bias is adjusted.In essence, at most biases there will be some set of levels in the structure thatare approximately resonant with the FEL, and which can produce changes inthe current via absorption of the radiation, sending the electrons into higherbands in the structure, allowing them to pass by the active region and producean increase in current.In the single period cascades, a quantum post cascade structure was com-pared with an identical reference structure where the quantum post layers werereplaced with a 10% indium quantum well identical to the matrix well. Inaddition to a comparison of quantum well and quantum post structures, pho-75



tocurrent vs. voltage curves from vertically and horizontally polarized THzlight were measured to help di�erentiate between signal produced from actualquantized electronic transitions and background signals such as carrier heating.The vertically polarized light aligns along the growth direction and obeys thequantum well selection rules to be able to cause electronic transitions, whereasthe light polarized parallel to the planes of the quantum wells should not beable to stimulate any quantum well transitions (Section 1.1.1). Only signalsthat di�er for the two polarizations are of interest for the resonant photocurrentexperiment. Any signal that is the same is due to background e�ects, shownto mainly be heating of carriers in the doped regions (Appendix D).The current response of the single cascade quantum post (well) system hassimilar qualitative behavior at many di�erent frequencies (Figure 3.12). First,there was very little response below 3 V (2.5 V) at all THz frequencies. Second,for the quantum post sample at all pump frequencies, an increase and plateauof the current response between 3 V and 4 V was observed. In the well samplesthere was an increase in the current and an onset of features between 2.5 V and4.5 V. Finally, all THz frequencies showed a continuous increase in the currentresponse as the applied bias was increased above 4 V (4.5 V).In the quantum post samples, a di�erence was observed in the photocurrent76



Figure 3.12: Frequency dependent photocurrent response for the single periodquantum post and quantum well samples. Vertically polarized light is alongthe growth direction (z-direction) while the horizontally polarized light is inthe plane of the quantum well (x-y direction).
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Figure 3.13: Frequency dependent intersubband response for the single periodquantum post and quantum well samples.
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response from the two polarizations of THz radiation between 3.5 V and 4.5V. In the quantum well samples, no signi�cant or systematic increase in pho-tocurrent was observed for one polarization compared to the other. In order toquantify this di�erence, the di�erence of the vertical and horizontal photocur-rent was integrated for both samples, and divided by average photocurrent athigh voltages (> 4.5 V) to give a normalized intersubband response:
Intersubband response =

1

Iavg

ˆ Vmax

Vmin

(Ivertical − Ihorizontal) (3.1)A positive �intersubband response� occurs when the vertical polarizationhas a larger response than the horizontal polarization, as is expected for astimulated emission process. This intersubband response is plotted in Figure3.13 for all the FEL pump frequencies that were accessible. While the responseof the quantum well stays constant and close to zero, the quantum post sampleresponse increases with frequency. This increased response over the quantumwell reference sample indicates that some process involving the posts is re-sponsible for this increase. However, the actual mechanism for the response isunclear. An emission being resonantly pumped as designed would produce thistype of signal, but an absorption from the posts into the well as in Chapter 279



could produce a similar e�ect. Qualitatively, the results indicate that chargeis being injected and extracted from the posts, but to determine the exactmechanism more work is required.3.2.4 Further directionsA great deal of materials science e�ort would be required to make a quantumpost cascade laser. Their growth is a highly non-equilibrium process, andevery growth must be extremely carefully calibrated to even allow quantumdots and posts to nucleate properly. Further standardization of the growthprocess is the �rst step that would be necessary to fully explore the quantumpost cascade concept. It is still unclear from the results to date whether ornot a quantum post cascade is feasible from a device standpoint. However, itis an interesting structure in which to study the injection and extraction ofcharge from three dimensionally con�ning nanostructures. Understanding thisphysics better would lead to optimization of the structures and the design of theinjection/extraction cascades. Additionally, the resonant photocurrent methodshould be investigated further. Unexpected complexities were discovered, but,this measurement still o�ers the possibility of a powerful technique to test new80



concepts for QCLs in materials systems that are far too immature to build aworking QCL and observe intersubband emission.
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Chapter 4Ultrafast Carrier Dynamics inInGaAs Quantum Posts
After the terahertz absorption experiments detailed in chapter 2, there werestill unanswered questions about the terahertz behavior of the quantum posts.The single electron transitions that were the original goal of the experimentswere still unobserved. Additionally, no knowledge of the time scales for basicprocesses such as charge capture into the structures were known. It was withthis in mind that a collaboration with the ultrafast materials science group atthe Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies at Los Alamos National Laboratorywas formed. Several visits to Los Alamos were made to use an ampli�ed lasersystem capable of both generating broadband terahertz pulses and opticallypumping samples over a large frequency range in the near infrared.The samples in this chapter consisted simply of two layers of quantum82



posts, separated from each other and the surface by a GaAs spacer. No dopingwas added, and all the charge was generated by ultrafast laser pulses. Threesamples were grown: a sample with two layers of 40 nm posts, a sample withtwo layers of 50 nm posts, and a sample with 2 quantum wells, each 40 nm thickto serve as a reference. Two sets of experiments were performed: pumping intothe GaAs to observe the transient photoconductive response with the terahertzprobe, and pumping with longer wavelength light below the GaAs band gapand directly into the well and posts to observe their intersubband behavior.
4.1 Terahertz Time Domain SpectroscopyThe main technique used in this section is terahertz time domain spec-troscopy (THz-TDS).[43] Broadband pulses of terahertz radiation are createdby femtosecond pulses of a near infrared laser. Multiple generation and detec-tion schemes are used for THz-TDS, and considerable work has been performedon this technique in the last 10 years, extending the possible frequencies wellinto the mid-infrared.A short (<100 fs) centered at 800 nm is split into two paths. The �rstpulse is used to generate the THz waveform, and the second is sent to a path83



Figure 4.1: A terahertz time domain spectroscopy system, using optical recti�-cation in ZnTe as the terahertz generation mechanism, electro-optic detectionin ZnTe, and a Wallaston prism as the beamsplitter.
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with variable delay. Depending on the system, a variety of emitters can beused. In this chapter, a ZnTe crystal is used to generate THz pulses via opticalrecti�cation. This pulse has a spectral range of ∼ 0 to 3 THz. The terahertzlight from the ZnTe is collected by an o�-axis parabolic mirror, collimating theemitted light. A second o�-axis parabolic mirror is used to focus the THz pulseinto a small spot on the sample in a cryostat. The transmitted THz pulse iscollected and collimated by a third o�-axis parabolic mirror, and �nally focusedonto the detection crystal by a fourth. A second ZnTe crystal is used for thedetection. The delayed 800 nm pulse that was sent through the delay path istimed such that the THz pulse and near-infrared pulse arrive simultaneously.ZnTe is a birefringent crystal, and the terahertz waveforms causes a slightchange to the birefringence. This rotates the 800 nm pulse slightly.The rotated pulse is then sent through a quarter waveplate, then a Wollas-ton prism or polarizing beam splitter, and each polarization is sent to a separatephotodiode. These photodiodes are paired, and produce a total current that isproportional to the di�erence of the signal between them, I2−I1. By producingcircular polarization at the quarter waveplate when no terahertz is present, thelight is an equal superposition of vertical and horizontal polarizations, and thecurrents from the two photodiodes are equal, producing a di�erence signal of85



zero current. When the terahertz pulse rotates the 800 nm light's polarization,the light after the quarter waveplate is slightly elliptical in polarization, whichwill result in more intensity on one photodiode, and a corresponding non-zerodi�erence signal. A terahertz waveform is much longer than an ultrafast pulse,so the pulse samples only a small part of the THz waveform. This signal isrecorded and the delay is increased slightly, so that the pulse samples slightlylater in the THz waveform. The delay is then scanned over the THz pulse, al-lowing the entire waveform to be measured with time resolution correspondingto the near infrared pulse duration.
4.2 Ultrafast Carrier CaptureFor the �rst set of experiments, the goal was to determine the responseof the quantum posts under ultrafast excitation with the pump laser tunedabove the band gap of the GaAs. Electron-hole pairs are created directly inthe GaAs, and from there can be captured by the quantum well and quantumposts. The terahertz waveform is then sent through the sample as shown inFigure 4.2. In this geometry, the terahertz waveform is partially absorbed byfree carriers in the system. The degree to which it is absorbed is related to86



Figure 4.2: Experimental geometry at the sample for the 800 nm pump -terahertz probe experiment. An ultrafast pulse centered at 800 nm is incidenton the sample, creating electron-hole pairs in the GaAs. The absorption ofthe terahertz signal that is measured is then a direct measure of the sampleconductivity. [25]the number of carriers in the sample. Only free carriers will contribute to thisabsorption, so the change in the electric �eld is essentially a measurement ofthe free carrier population as a function of time.[44, 45, 46] While the quantumposts have radial transitions that can couple to the terahertz waveform in thegiven geometry, the signal from these transitions will be buried under the largesignal from free carrier absorption.
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4.2.1 Experimental SetupThe experimental setup uses the terahertz time domain setup from Section4.1, but is now modi�ed to add the 800 nm pump pulse to generate carriers inthe sample. This pump pulse can be delayed as well, so that it arrives beforeor after the terahertz waveform. To carry out the experiment, the transmittedwaveform is �rst measured, to serve both as a normalization, and to �nd theTHz probe delay to sit at while the optical pump is scanned (Figure 4.3). Whilethe THz probe delay remains at this peak, the optical pump is then chopped,and the delay is scanned.4.2.2 Experimental ResultsFigure 4.4 shows the results of the pump scan for the quantum post andquantum well samples for di�erent pump �uences. Zero time delay indicateswhen the THz pulse and the optical pump pulse arrive at the same time. Posi-tive time delay indicates that the THz pulse is arriving after the optical pumppulse. A larger implies more absorption of the terahertz waveform, meaningthat more charge is present in the sample. As the �uence is increased in bothsamples, the overall signal increases, which is expected as more charge is created88



Figure 4.3: (left) Experimental setup for the 800 nm pump - terahertz probeexperiment. An 800 nm pulse from a 250 KHz regenerative ampli�er, approx-imately 75 fs in duration was used to both generate and detect the terahertzwaveform, and to pump the sample. The sample was placed at normal incidenceto the incoming terahertz waveform. (right) Example transmitted waveform,showing the peak delay for the THz probe. The THz probe delay remains atthis position for the entire optical pump delay scan.
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Figure 4.4: Time dependent change in the E-�eld vs. probe delay after the 800nm pump pulse in the quantum post (left) and quantum well (right) samples.[25]and more free carrier absorption occurs.In the quantum post sample, there are two di�erent timescales present inthe response. Looking at the highest �uence (blue) curve, there is clearly along time-scale delay, lasting for hundreds of picoseconds. In the quantum wellreference sample there is a similar long time decay of the signal. This long timescale decay indicates the electron-hole pair recombination time in the bulk ofthe sample. At shorter time scales in the quantum post sample, there is aninitial fast decay component, occurring in the �rst 5-10 picoseconds. Detailis shown in the inset. The quantum well reference lacks this fast time decaycomponent. This leads to the interpretation that the fast time component is90



capture of charge by the quantum posts. Their three-dimensionally con�nedstates will not contribute to the conductivity signal, which is the reason for therapid decrease. This result indicates that the posts trap charge very quickly,on the order of 10 picoseconds.
4.3 Ultrafast Intersubband DynamicsFor the second set of experiments, the goal was to eliminate the large signalassociated with free carrier absorption. This signal is large enough to com-pletely hide any response due to intersublevel transitions in the posts. To dothis, the posts must be excited with a pump laser energy well below the bandgap of the GaAs, tuned to be resonant with levels in the quantum posts.Before the posts can be directly pumped, their band gap must be known.For this purpose, time dependent photoluminesence was performed on the 50nm quantum post sample, shown in Figure 4.5. This indicates that the pumpshould be tuned between 1000 and ∼ 930 nm in order to pump the posts.
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Figure 4.5: Time-resolved photoluminesence from the 50 nm quantum postsample, and the reference quantum well sample. This measurement is used todetermine where the quantum posts and well samples should be pumped withthe OPA. [25]4.3.1 Experimental SetupThe experiment is similar to the 800 nm pump carrier capture experiment,but the pump beam is now sent to a UV OPA. The idler of this OPA is used,which allows the wavelength to be converted to the desired range from PL,between 930 and 1000 nm. As in the �rst experiment, the pump beam ischopped and directed onto the sample, which is now oriented at a 45 degreeangle with respect to the THz beam. This allows the THz beam, whose lightis polarized parallel to the page in Figure 4.6, to couple to vertical transitionsin the quantum posts, which is not possible at normal incidence.92



Figure 4.6: Experimental setup for the variable wavelength pump - terahertzprobe experiment. The sample was placed at 45 degrees to the incident THzwaveform, so that both horizontal and vertical polarization was present at theposts. A UV OPA was pumped with the 800 nm light, and the IR idler beamwas used as the pump source for the quantum posts. This could be tuned overa large range, from 1000 nm to <900 nm while still keeping appreciable powerlevels. The THz waveform is polarized parallel to the plane of the page.
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4.3.2 Experimental ResultsThe results for two pump wavelengths, 950 nm and 1000 nm, are shownin Figure 4.7. The time resolved PL shows that the two wavelengths pump atthe high and low end of the post energy levels. Distinctly di�erent behavior isevident for the two pump wavelengths.For the shorter wavelength, 950 nm, the response starts o� very small andspectrally broad for very short time delays after the pump pulse. However, astime goes on, the modulated electric �eld grows stronger, and the spectrumgrows stronger and becomes peaked. Higher frequency components around 1.6THz grow rapidly, while the lower frequency components initially present below1 THz disappear at longer time delays. For the 1000 nm pump, the behavioris quite di�erent. For longer time delays, the signal only gets smaller. It startso� spectrally broad and stays this way for longer delays. The overall spectrumdecays, with no evidence of any peaked structure forming, as for the 950 nmpump.The exact mechanism for this behavior is not well understood. The life-times of states in the posts are not known, and it is possible that the observedbehavior indicates the time it takes for electrons and holes to decay from the94



Figure 4.7: Electric �eld waveforms and their Fourier transforms for 950 nmand 1000 nm pump wavelength. The two pump wavelengths show markedlydi�erent spectral characteristics. The shorter wavelength pump produces spec-tra that increase in spectral intensity as time evolves, growing narrower. Thelonger wavelength (1000 nm) pump shows only a broad, decaying spectrum.
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highest to lowest states in the posts. Another possibility is that the responseof the posts is always broad because of the large number of closely spacedstates in the posts, combined with their large inhomogeneous broadening. Thesignal at long time delays for the 950 nm pump could be charge that is ableto occupy the well due to Auger processes in the posts. These then producea strong absorption with a narrower linewidth. When the posts are pumpedat lower energies, the Auger processes may be less likely, or less energeticallyfavorable for charge at lower energy states in the posts. This leaves only thebroad absorption from the posts, which decays over the 800 ps delay time.4.3.3 Further DirectionsTo understand the results of the OPA pumped samples, a further wavelengthdependence with intermediate wavelengths connecting the two behaviors wouldbe desirable. Also, it is possible to increase the time delays more with thesystem. Seeing if the behavior for 950 nm changes at any point as the electron-hole pairs recombine could give further information about the behavior of thesample. Additionally, an important reference scan to determine the origin ofeach type of behavior is to switch the THz polarization to be polarized entirely96



in the plane of the well, rather than half perpendicular to the well, half parallelto it. A polarization dependent measurement would distinguish between e�ectscoming from intersubband transitions and those associated with possible freecarrier absorption in the well.
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Chapter 5Period Doubling Bifurcations inAsymmetric Quantum Wells:Theory and Simulations
Period doubling bifurcations are dramatic changes in the response of drivendynamical systems such as the damped harmonic oscillator. For most valuesof the driving force and damping the response of the system occurs at thesame frequency as the drive. However, for certain combinations of the drivingforce and damping, the system can undergo a period doubling bifurcation, andexhibit a response at half of the driving frequency.For a single electron in a quantum well, a period doubling bifurcation isnot possible, and the charge will always respond with the frequency of theelectric �eld. The Schrodinger equation for this particle is linear, and perioddoubling bifurcations require a nonlinearity in the equations of motion. How-98



ever, when many electrons are present in a well, non-linearity is introduced inthe form of electron-electron interactions. It has already been seen (Section1.1.1) that these e�ects can dramatically alter the intersubband absorption be-havior of a quantum well through the depolarization shift. The similar energyscales of the Coulomb repulsion forces and the intersubband spacing make thisnon-linearity especially strong for quantum wells with terahertz intersubbandenergies. For specially designed, asymmetric quantum wells, this nonlinearitycan have a signi�cant e�ect on the equations of motion and produce perioddoubling bifurcations.[47, 48, 49]This e�ect was �rst predicted by B. Galdrikian and B. Birnir [27] in 1994at UCSB. They modeled the response of an asymmetric well under strong CWdriving �elds from the UCSB free electron laser. When the well was driven be-low the intersubband transition frequency, a complex response was predicted,including cascades of period doubling bifurcations that could eventually takethe system to a chaotic response regime as the electric �eld strength was in-creased. Here, the same theory is used to design an asymmetric well withsingle bifurcations occurring at �elds much lower than those investigated byGaldrikian and Birnir, and over a larger parameter range. The well is designedto be optimized for the frequencies and powers available at the free electron99



lasers at UCSB and in Dresden, Germany. The simulations leading to this new,optimized well design are discussed in this chapter, while chapter 6 discussespreliminary e�orts to experimentally observe period doubling.
5.1 Period Doubling Theory and Previous Cal-culationsPeriod doubling bifurcations in quantum wells were �rst theoretically dis-cussed by Brian Galdrikian and Bjorn Birnir here at UCSB. The system they in-vestigated was an asymmetric quantum well with terahertz intersubband tran-sitions, driven with intense CW terahertz electric �elds.Under static conditions, the potential energy and eigenstates of the wellcan be calculated as described in Section 1.1.1. The potential in a quantumwell is complicated by the addition of charge, which creates a new potential
V (z) = V0 (z)+Ve−e (z), where the term Ve−e (z) takes into account the changein the well potential due to the interaction of charge.When an AC electric �eld is then applied to the well, the potential mustof course be modi�ed. The electric �eld itself adds a potential VE−field =100



eEz sin (ωt). However, this time varying electric �eld redistributes charge inthe well, creating a time dependent electron interaction potential. The totalpotential is then:
V (t) = δv (z, t) + eEz sin (ωt) (5.1)where δv (z, t) is the time varying electron-electron interaction potential. Inorder to solve for the equations of motion for charge in a well with this timevarying potential, Galdrikian and Birnir moved to the density matrix formal-ism. They �rst approximated the asymmetric well as a two level well, ignoringhigher subbands. For an asymmetric quantum well with a single barrier, thisis usually valid, as the �rst two states are usually energetically quite close to-gether, and the third state is pushed much higher in energy (much larger thantypical energies of the terahertz driving photons).The density matrix is then:

ρ =









ρ00 ρ01

ρ10 ρ11









(5.2)In 5.2, ρ00 and ρ11 represent the fraction population of the ground and�rst excited state of the well, normalized such that ρ00 + ρ11 = 1. The o�-101



diagonal terms can create coupling between the two states. The density matrixformalism is powerful in some cases, as the expectation value of an observable
A of the system can easily be found using 〈A〉 = tr (ρA). The time evolutionof the density matrix can be found using the time evolution of the Schrodingerequation:

∂ρ/∂t = −(i/~) [H (t) , ρ (t)] −R [ρ (t) − ρ0] (5.3)where R is a matrix that introduces dissipation into the system, and ρ0 is thedensity matrix in thermal equilibrium.[50] If the time dependent Hamiltonian
H (t) = 0, the relaxation matrix in Equation 5.3 will bring ρ back to thethermal equilibrium state ρ0. The components of R are R00 = R11 = Γ1, theenergy relaxation rate in the quantum well, and R10 = R01 = Γ2, the energydephasing rate. Galdrikian and Birnir calculated the response of the two-levelasymmetric quantum well to a strong terahertz driving �eld, using Equations5.1 and 5.3, to obtain the equations of motion:

∆̇ = (4/~)V10(t) Imρ10 − Γ1 (∆ − ∆0) (5.4)
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Figure 5.1: The original design of the the asymmetric well from B. Galdrikianand B. Birnir. The sample for this calculation is charged with 1.5x1011/cm2.The intersubband spacing between the ground and �rst excited state is 6.2meV, while the �rst to second excited state energy is 32.9 meV, ensuring thatthe two state approximation is valid at the relevant low temperatures.
˙ρ10 = −i [ω10ρ10 + (ζ/~)V10] − Γ2ρ10 − (i/~)V10 (t) ∆ (5.5)with the potential matrix element V10 (t):

V10 (t) = eEz10sin (ωt) + α~ω10 [Reρ10 (t) − (ζ/4) (∆ − ∆0)] (5.6)where ∆ = ρ00−ρ11, ∆0 is the population di�erence in thermal equilibrium,
α = 8πe2NsS1010/κω10 is the depolarization shift introduced in Section 1.1.1,and ζ = (z00 − z11) /z10 characterizes the asymmetry of the well.103



These equations of motion are complex, but an important thing to note isthe source of the nonlinearity that produces period doubling. In Equation 5.5,the last term is (i/~)V10 (t)∆, which will produce a term αζ (iω10/4)∆2, whichis a source of nonlinearity in the equations of motion. This term illustrates thefact that the depolarization shift AND the asymmetry of the well are bothrequired to produce this nonlinear term. These parameters must be controlledvery precisely during the design of the asymmetric well in order for a perioddoubling bifurcation to occur.The well that Galdrikian and Birnir designed is shown in Figure 5.1. Anasymmetric step in the well produces two closely spaced states at low energies,signi�cantly separated from the upper states in order to satisfy the two stateapproximation. The response of the well was then simulated over hundredsof periods of the drive �eld cycle, using Equations 5.4 and 5.5. This timedependence of the density matrix was then used to compute the expectationvalue of the charge density, 〈z〉. At each electric �eld strength, 〈z〉 is sampledonce per drive cycle for several hundred drive cycles. For motion with theperiod of the driving radiation, all the sample points should lie on top of eachother. However, if a period doubling bifurcation occurs, there should be acomponent at half the drive frequency, so if the points are sampled they should104



now only lie on top of each other once every two cycles, and two points will beproduced. (Figure 5.2).When charge responds to the drive at half the frequency, this creates anelectric dipole oscillating at this subharmonic frequency. This oscillating dipoleradiates at this half frequency, which is then the observable quantity in the ex-periment. The characteristic of a period doubling bifurcation is a subharmonicsignal that occurs over a limited range of driving electric �elds.B. Galdrikian drove the original well design at 500 GHz, which producedthe complicated bifurcation behavior shown in Figure 5.3. For this drive fre-quency, well below the frequency of the intersubband transition (1.5 THz), cas-cades of period doubling bifurcations can occur, eventually leading to chaoticbehavior. The bifurcation regions produce emission at an increasing number ofsubharmonics as the number of period doubling bifurcations increases, until theemission �nally becomes completely broadband when the bifurcation diagramshows chaotic behavior.
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Figure 5.2: ρ00 and the associated mapping of 〈z〉 /z10 as a period doublingbifurcation occurs. 106



Figure 5.3: Bifurcation diagram (left) and associated emission power (right)for B. Galdrikian's well design. λ is a unitless parameter that scales directlywith the electric �eld. For this well, λ = 1 ≈ 10 kV/cm.[27]5.2 Redesign of Optimal SamplesThe sample design of Galdrikian and Birnir is not optimal for experimentalobservation of period doubling. In their paper, they drive the well at 500GHz, which produces more interesting bifurcation behavior in their sample.However, electric �elds of well over 10 kV/cm are required in order to observethe predicted behavior. Achieving these �eld strengths at 500 GHz is notpossible at the UCSB FEL, as the di�raction limited spot size is too large toachieve these �elds at the powers the FEL can produce. The FEL in Dresdencan produce higher peak powers, but the lower frequency limit is 1.2 THz.Modeling this initial well design under higher frequency drive shows thatperiod doubling bifurcations can occur at lower electric �elds (Figure 5.4), butthey are still at the high end of the UCSB FEL's capabilities. With this in mind,107



Figure 5.4: The period doubling bifurcation in B. Galdrikian's sample design at103 cm-1. The electric �elds required to reach the period doubling bifurcationare high for the UCSB FEL, and the electric �elds to move past the bifurcationare not possible even with optimal coupling and focusing at UCSB.we set out to design a new sample optimized for frequencies where high powerdensities could be achieved, both at UCSB's FEL and the FEL in Dresden. Thegoals in the redesign of this sample were: 1) To optimize the period doublingresponse for 84 cm-1, a frequency with high power levels at both FELs, 2) Tominimize the terahertz electric �eld strength required to produce a bifurcation,3) To �nd a sample design where period doubling bifurcations occur over alarge range of sample parameters, making the phenomenon more robust to thereal variations that are possible in an experiment.
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Figure 5.5: The original bifurcation diagram from [27] (left), and the repro-duced bifurcation diagram using the new bifurcation code.5.2.1 SimulationsThe �rst step in the process was to produce a computer code capable ofsolving the exact states of a given quantum well, then simulating the well'speriod doubling response. B. Galdrikian wrote a Schrodinger-Poisson codeduring his graduate career to solve for the exact states and energies for aquantum well. This code was moved from Mac to Windows, then combined inC with code I wrote to solve the di�erential equations of motion from section5.1. Notes on this code are in Appendix E.The �rst step was to verify the code by reproducing B. Galdrikian's originalresults, which is shown in Figure 5.5.Once this check was performed, the next step was to perform simulations109



over a large parameter range. Figure 5.6 shows the set of parameters that werevaried in the simulations. The simulations were set up to solve for the wavefunctions and energies of a given well, then simulate its behavior under strongterahertz driving �elds at 84, 103 and 110 cm−1 (three frequencies the FELs atUCSB and Dresden are both capable of producing with high power). If the wellproduced a bifurcation, the electric �eld where the bifurcation �rst occurredwas recorded. The goal was to produce bifurcations at the minimum electric�eld below 10 kV/cm, the maximum estimated �eld under optimal conditionsat UCSB.These simulations were used to produce diagrams of the bifurcating electric�elds for various well designs, as shown in Figure 5.7. This shows the simulationfor a well width of 40 nm. The position and height of the asymmetric step isvaried, all for constant temperature and values for Γ1 = 0.1 and Γ2 = 0.05. Inorder to ensure the two state approximation from the theory was valid, it wasrequired that the spacing between the �rst and second subband in the well beless than four times the �rst and third subband spacing, i.e. 4E12 < E13.The simulations indicated that moving the intersubband spacing towardslower frequencies than the 31 nm well in B. Galdrikian's work was favorablefor period doubling. This is accomplished by making the well wide. An ex-110



Figure 5.6: Parameters that were varied in the search for the ideal perioddoubling well. In addition to the width, step height, step width, and stepposition shown, the total charge density Ns, the dissipation parameters Γ1 and
Γ2, and the temperature were also varied.
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Figure 5.7: A simulation of a 40 nm quantum well, at 30 K with Γ1 = 0.1 and
Γ2 = 0.05, for various step heights and step positions. Black regions of the plotdo not satisfy the two state requirement (E13 = 4E12), while white regions donot produce bifurcations below 10 kV/cm.
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ample of the comparisons performed are shown in Figure 5.8. For an 84 cm−1pump frequency and 3 nm step width, the bifurcation diagrams for increas-ing well widths are plotted. Already, it is apparent that wider wells near 385and 410 Angstroms are producing the widest range of wells with bifurcations.Conditions become more favorable when the intersubband spacing is lower dueto the fact that the depolarization shift becomes larger. From Equation 1.16we know that lower intersubband spacings increase the depolarization param-eter α, which is key in the nonlinearities of the period doubling equations ofmotion. It was also found that the drive frequency that would produce bifurca-tions in these structures was 84 cm−1, which is where most of the experimentsin Chapter 6 were performed.Moving in on the wide well region, the optimal step size was then explored.Figure 5.9 shows the results when three step sizes are compared for the 385Angstrom well. For wide wells such as this, it was consistently found that thebest bifurcation diagrams were produced for step widths of 2 nm. After moreexploration of the parameter space, it was found that the optimal well and stepwidth were 40 nm and 2 nm, respectively.With these parameters, the charge density was then varied, shown in Figure5.10. The goal of this was to choose a step height and position that would bi-113



Figure 5.8: Bifurcation maps for various well widths, each with a 3nm thickbarrier and pumped at 84 cm-1.
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Figure 5.9: For a 385 Angstrom well, three step widths were tried. 2 nm waschosen as the ideal, because it produced the largest area of bifurcation withlow electric �eld strengths required.
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Figure 5.10: Charge density variation maps.furcate at a number of charge densities. A step position of 150 Angstroms, andheight of 100 meV (13% Aluminum) were chosen based on these simulations.Finally, the sample was simulated for di�erent values of Γ1 and Γ2, shown inFigure 5.11). The values of Γ1,2 for the real well could vary, so this simulationwas important to get a realistic idea of the bifurcation's robustness to di�erentrelaxation rates. The chosen sample (shown by red lines) produces a bifurcation116



Figure 5.11: Gamma variation map.for both simulated values of Γ1,2.5.2.2 New well designThe band structure and associated electron states for the �nal design, alongwith the bifurcation diagram, are shown in Figure 5.12.Once found, this design was then further simulated at a large variety ofcharge densities and temperatures. One of the biggest unknown factors in the117



Figure 5.12: The newly designed period doubling sample structure, with acharge density of 1.5x1011/cm2. The total well width is 40 nm. The asymmetricbarrier is placed 15 nm from the well edge, and is 2 nm thick, with ~13%AlGaAs making the barrier ∼ 100 meV.experiment is the temperature of the electrons when illuminated with the FEL.While the sample itself is cooled to 4 K, the electrons themselves can have amuch higher temperature if they are excited by intense THz �elds. Temperaturedependent simulations of the sample (Figure 5.13) show that bifurcations canbe expected over a large temperature range. Additionally, bifurcation diagramsat a number of sheet charge densities in the well were performed. It has beenshown [51] that as the charge density decreases, Γ2 also decreases, which isfavorable for period doubling.In reality, practical limitations during growth make the exact structure118



Figure 5.13: Temperature and charge dependent bifurcation simulations of thenew sample design.
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of Figure 5.12 di�cult to grow. During MBE growth, the temperature ofthe Aluminum cell determines the x value for AlxGa1−xAs. To make the welldeep enough to produce well con�ned states, x = 0.3 is used for the barriers,producing barriers approximately 230 meV in height. The small asymmetricstep in the well, however, is only 100 meV, corresponding to an aluminumcontent of ∼ 13%. Changing the temperature of the cell enough to produce
x = 0.13 takes a signi�cant amount of time, in which the GaAs of the wellbecomes dirty due to the background particle levels of the chamber. To avoidthis, the grower had to approximate the 2 nm thick, 13% barrier by two smallerAlGaAs layers with 30% aluminum content, which average out to 13% over the2 nm spacing. On the scale of the electron wave functions, which are spreadacross the 40 nm well, this should look very similar to a 2 nm step of theappropriate aluminum content.5.2.3 Sample structureThe well itself was placed in a special structure designed to allow for inde-pendent control of the charge density and electric �eld across the sample. In asample with just a doped active quantum well and front Schottky contact, the120



Figure 5.14: Final simulations of the period doubling sample before growth, toensure that small possible variations during growth leave a large enough marginof error so that period doubling can still be expected to occur.
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Figure 5.15: Sample structure, including a back gate well to independentlychange the electric �eld across the active well and its charge density.charge density and electric �eld are altered simultaneously with applied voltageand cannot be separately controlled. For most voltages, the transition is Starkshifted away from the simulated �at band conditions, producing a well withboth the incorrect electronic spacing and a broader transition. This means thatthe well will have a �xed charge density at �at band, and most of the �at bandcharge density states simulated in Figure 5.13 will not be accessible.To increase the available range of charge densities accessible at �at bandconditions, a second doped well was added below the �rst (Figure 5.15). Thiswell can be independently contacted and biased, and used to alter the �at bandelectric �eld. [52]Finally, simulations of the sample structure were performed for di�erentDC electric �elds to simulate the e�ect of an applied bias (Figure 5.16). For122



Figure 5.16: Bifurcation diagrams for several applied electric �elds, using thenew well structure at 30 K and 1.5x1011/cm2 electron density.modest electric �elds, the period doubling bifurcations still occur, albeit athigher AC �eld strengths. For the sample structure in Figure 5.15, applyingnegative biases at the front Schottky contact (reverse bias) is acceptable, butlarge positive biases past �at band conditions (forward bias) will begin to drawcurrent across the sample. Due to the asymmetry, only negative electric �eldsproduce bifurcation diagrams, while positive electric �elds destroy them. Thus,the smaller side of the asymmetric well was placed closer to the surface of thesample, so that the negative applied bias on the Schottky gate would producethe proper electric �elds across the well.
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5.3 Continuous wave vs. pulsed measurementsThe simulations described so far have all assumed that the electric �eld is acontinuous wave. For the FEL at UCSB, this is a good approximation. Pulseslast for between 1 and 3 microseconds, which at 2.5 THz would correspondto 2.5 − 7.5 million cycles. The simulations come to a steady state responsebehavior within approximately 100 cycles, so for all intents and purposes theyare CW pulses if the measurement is made only during the pulse. From theperspective of reproducing the simulations, these pulses are ideal. However,the FEL at UCSB has the disadvantage of a low repetition rate (1 Hz) andpoor power stability.The FEL at Dresden has a very high repetition rate (13 MHz) and goodpower stability. However, the pulses are much di�erent than those at UCSB.It produces short pulses, whose durations are ∼ 15 picoseconds. For �ndinga period doubling signal, this laser has distinct advantages over the UCSBFEL, but the response to these short pulses were unknown. To determine thisbehavior, further simulations were performed with short pulses like those atthe FEL in Dresden.Figure 5.17 shows the results of simulations with Gaussian pulses of varying124



Figure 5.17: Simulations of short pulses to see the response expected at theDresden FEL. All simulations have peak electric �eld values of 4 kV/cm, Γ1 =
0.1, Γ2 = 0.05, Ns = 1.5x1011/cm2, T = 30 K.
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lengths. Top panels show the electric �elds of the pulses with the correspondingpulse durations. The bottom panels of each �gure show the emitted power.The short pulses produce subharmonic emission just as the long CW pulses,but the emission is much broader in frequency response. This corresponds tothe increased pulse bandwidth for the short pulses. This check shows that theshort pulses at Dresden can be used.
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Chapter 6Initial Searches for PeriodDoubling Bifurcations in QuantumWells
After the extensive calculations performed in Chapter 5, a sample followingthe new design was grown. A previous sample using the design modeled byB. Galdrikian had been grown in 1996, and experiments to search for perioddoubling bifurcations were performed on both samples. The new sample wasgrown according to the new design structure of Figure 5.12. The 1996 samplewas grown prior to the development of the back gated sample design, andconsists of only the quantum well active region, a barrier, and a front Schottkygate.Unfortunately, the full functionality of the back gate quantum well wasnever realized in the new sample, due to di�culties during processing. Both127



samples lacked the ability to independently adjust the charge density and elec-tric �eld. After the period doubling experiments were performed, it was discov-ered by the clean room sta� that for the normal nitrogen �ow rates used, thethermal annealer was miscalibrated, leading to extremely high temperatures atthe sample (> 100 C over the targeted annealing temperature). This causedcontacts to the active quantum well layer to spike through the AlGaAs barrierinto the backgate quantum well, leaving the two layers shorted and making itimpossible to apply independent bias to the two wells.
6.1 CapacitanceAs in Chapter 2, capacitance was the main tool used to investigate thecharging of the sample. The charging of the two samples are shown in Figures6.1 and 6.2.For the new sample design, charging of the asymmetric quantum well beginsat -0.6 V. Before this charging occurs, there is a large background capacitance.This is due to the fact that the back gate quantum well is shorted to the activequantum well, but is more heavily doped and further from the surface. Withinthe range of voltages before reverse breakdown of the diode structure occurs,128



Figure 6.1: Capacitance and integrated charge density for the newly designedsample.Figure 6.2: Capacitance and integrated charge density for the older sampledesign.it was impossible to deplete this backgate well.For the older well design, the onset of capacitance occurs near -1.0 V. How-ever, without the backgate, there is no large background capacitance. In bothsamples, the capacitance shows a slight additional rise after the onset of charg-ing. This is thought to be the charge density and electric �eld where a largefraction of the charge in the asymmetric well shifts to the other side of the smallstep closer to the surface of the sample, causing a slight increase in capacitance.
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6.2 Intersubband spectroscopyIntersubband spectroscopy was performed on the sample to verify that thetransition occurred at the proper frequency. The spectroscopy was performedin a THz time domain system similar to that shown in Figure 4.1. A photo-conductive antenna was used in place of the ZnTe generation crystal, and thelaser was a Ti:Sapph oscillator putting 300 mW average power on the antenna.The emitter was DC biased with 4 Volts, and the voltage on the sample wasmodulated as for the experiments in Chapter 2. This produced a signal thatis only due to the modulation of the THz electric �eld waveform, which couldthan be Fourier transformed directly to the absorption.6.2.1 New sampleAs expected from calculations including the depolarization shift of the ab-sorption, an absorption slightly above 1 THz was detected in the new sampledesign. The absorption is shown in Figure 6.3. The results showed a slightlyshifting frequency for the transition as the D.C. electric �eld Stark shifted thetransition energy. This shift reaches a minimum frequency at 0.1 V appliedbias, where the transition also shows the narrowest linewidth, indicating this130



Figure 6.3: Waterfall plot of the absorption as a function of voltage for the newsample design (left). The absorption for 0.1 V, which showed the narrowestlinewidth, is shown along with a Lorentzian �t. The half width-half max ofthis peak corresponds directly to Γ2, which was 0.08 for this sample.is the voltage where �atband conditions are achieved in the well. A Lorentzian�t of the absorption at 0.1 V shows a half-width half max corresponding to
Γ2 = 0.08, which should show bifurcations according to simulations.6.2.2 B. Galdrikian SampleFigure 6.4 shows the intersubband absorption from the sample design of B.Galdrikian. For the narrower well, the transition is shifted to higher frequen-cies as expected. Additionally, it seems to show a larger range of transitiontunability than the new sample design, for reasons that are not clear. Thisis possibly because the signal to noise for this measurement was signi�cantly131



Figure 6.4: Absorption of the older sample design as a function of appliedbias. Measurement performed by D. Stehr and collaborators at the HZDR inDresden.improved, and the shifted absorption for the new sample design was below thenoise �oor.
6.3 UCSB FEL ResultsThe experimental setup at the UCSB FEL is shown in Figure 6.5. TheFEL is tuned to 84 cm−1 (2.5 THz), and sent through two polarizers, whichcan be variably cross-polarized to control the transmitted power of the FEL.The maximum power available at UCSB at the output port of the FEL was132



∼ 1 kW, and about 700 W at the input to the cryostat. The FEL was thenfocused by an o�-axis parabolic mirror onto the sample, which was placed ata 45 degree angle in a helium-in-vapor cryostat. A silicon hemisphere wasmechanically pressed on the back of the sample, and the FEL focused ontothe silicon. The silicon allowed the FEL to achieve a smaller di�raction limitedspot, increasing the electric �eld at a given power, which is necessary to achievethe required power densities for period doubling at UCSB. The light comingout of the sample, which should consist of the main laser line plus a smallperiod doubled signal, was collected by another o�-axis parabolic. This lightwas sent through two special QMC �lters that attenuate 2.5 THz by a factor of200 each, while passing 95% of the light at the period doubled frequency, 1.25THz. This was designed to produce a total attenuation of 4x104, which wasenough �ltration to prevent overload of the bolometer. The bolometer signaland pyro signal were recorded with an oscilloscope.For the experiment at UCSB, the FEL was focused (in free space) to a spotof approximately 300 µm diameter. With this spot size, plus the additionalfocusing power of the Si lens, powers of a few hundred watts at the cryostatentrance could produce the required electric �elds (details of the electric �eldcalculations can be found in Appendix B). Two major di�culties presented133



Figure 6.5: The experimental setup at UCSB. The experiment is done in re-�ection geometry, with a silicon lens to focus the FEL to a smaller di�ractionlimited spot, increasing the power density and associated electric �eld strength.
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themselves for the UCSB experiment. The �rst was that the re�ection geome-try is di�cult to align so that the focal spot occurs just at the active layer. Apinhole must be used in transmission to ensure that the focal spot is properlypositioned each time the experiment is run. The second major di�culty per-forming the experiment at the UCSB FEL was the poor stability of the laser.Power �uctuations of 10% from pulse to pulse were typical, while over periodsof 10 minutes the FEL would not stably lase. Several experimental days werespent searching for the period doubling signal, but the slow repetition rate (1Hertz) and the power instability combined to give a low signal to noise, and nosignal with the expected power dependence for period doubling was observed.The main achievement of the FEL experiments at UCSB was to test thecomponents of the system that would be used at the FEL in Dresden, which isfar more stable and can achieve a larger power range. The QMC �lters weretested, and it was veri�ed that their speci�cations were accurate. Attenuationof each �lter was slightly higher than the factor of 200 given; two �lters com-bined gave a total of 50,000x attenuation, corresponding to ∼ 220x for each�lter.
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6.4 Dresden FEL ResultsThe FEL in Dresden produces much di�erent pulses than the UCSB FEL.Each pulse is much shorter, on the order of 20 ps as compared to 1-3 µs atUCSB. This produces a pulse that is also less narrow in bandwidth, usuallywith a full width half max of approximately 2 µm. The repetition rate of thelaser is 13 MHz, much higher than the 1 Hz repetition rate at UCSB. Thisresults in much higher average powers, extending to the range of Watts, asopposed to the 1 mW average power at the UCSB FEL. A 13 MHz repetitionrate means that the beam can be optically chopped, and lock-in detection canbe used. This gives a huge advantage in signal to noise over the FEL at UCSB.The experimental setup for the FEL at Dresden is similar to UCSB, but thegeometry of the experiment is changed from re�ection to transmission. Powerlevels at the UCSB FEL required that the Si lens be used to increase the focus-ing and thus the power density. At Dresden, peak powers of over 10 kW can beachieved, making the increased focusing unnecessary. The transmission modeexperiment is easier to align, as the transmission signal can just be maximized.The FEL beam is passing through the sample, which is 2 mm thick, so thefocus just needs to occur within that 2 mm rather than the complicated focus136



Figure 6.6: The experimental setup at Dresden. The setup is similar, exceptthe higher powers of the Dresden FEL make it unnecessary to use the Si lensin the re�ection geometry, so simpler transmission experiment is performed.alignment necessary at UCSB.The FEL is attenuated by calibrated attenuators in the beamline, and thenfocused by an o�-axis parabolic mirror into the side facet of the sample. Thefacet is polished to a 15 degree angle, which has been shown to increase thecoupling for previous experiments in this geometry. The transmitted signal isthen collected by another o�-axis, the 2.5 THz laser line is �ltered out, and thesignal is detected by a Si bolometer.The beam size of the Dresden FEL is approximately 2 cm, which limits the137



focal spot size, due to the reduced numerical aperture. The minimum spot sizethat was achieved was 500 µm, which is su�ciently tight focusing to achievethe required electric �elds with the increased power levels available.Modulation of the beam was achieved in two ways: mechanically with achopper, and by voltage modulation of the sample as for the intersubbandabsorption experiments. Voltage modulation gave greatly increased signal tonoise, and the results presented here are all for voltage modulated samples.6.4.1 THz absorptionThe �rst experiment that was performed was an absorption measurement.The FEL was run at 2.5 THz, and voltage dependent absorption of the 2.5 THzlight was performed. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show that both samples will absorbthis frequency for certain voltage ranges.The absorption for B. Galdrikian's sample (Figure 6.7) shows two distinctpeaks. The peak at -0.3 V is present for all power levels. This peak correspondsto absorption from the lowest subband to the second subband. At 113 mWaverage FEL power, a second absorption peak appears at -0.6 V. Using theintersubband absorption data (Figure 6.4), one can see that the transition is138



Figure 6.7: Absorption of the 2.5 THz FEL for B. Galdrikian's sample design,with the associated band energies and absorption mechanisms.Stark shifted to high frequencies near 5 THz at this voltage. This means thatthe peak at -0.6 corresponds to a two-photon absorption process, still from the�rst to second subband.In the new sample design, the absorption results were more complicated.As the voltage increases, the transition Stark shifts towards the minimum fre-quency of ∼ 1.1 THz near 0.1 V. Above this voltage, the transition Stark shiftsto higher frequencies, although the intersubband absorption spectra are nothigh enough signal to noise to determine the full spectral absorption shift. The�rst peak that appears at -0.3 V appears to be associated with the Stark shiftedabsorption from the �rst to second well subbands. However, the second peak139



Figure 6.8: Absorption of 2.5 THz light for the new sample design, with theassociated band energies and absorption mechanisms.appearing at 0.05 V at 73 mW cannot be two photon absorption from the�rst to second subbands as in B. Galdrikian's sample, since the intersubbandfrequency is near 1.1 THz at this voltage. Instead the absorption must be atwo-photon absorption from the second to third subbands, which calculationsshow are separated by 5 THz near �at band conditions. From Figure 6.1, it canbe seen that the charge density at this voltage is approximately 1.5x1011/cm2.In GaAs, the constant density of states gives ∼ 2.6x1010/cm2 per meV, meaningthat the Fermi level is 5.75 meV above the �rst subband, while the 1-2 subbandenergy spacing is only 4.2 meV. This means that the second subband has ac-tually started to �ll by this voltage, and a 2-3 subband two-photon absorption140



matches the intersubband spacing and charge density.6.4.2 THz Intersubband EmissionAfter the absorption measurements, the next step was to look for the perioddoubling emission, by putting in the QMC 60 cm−1edge �lters. A full range ofpowers were looked at for both samples, with high levels of averaging, but nosignal indicating a period doubling bifurcation was observed.For new sample design, the period doubling experiment was tried in severalcon�gurations. First, the voltage on the sample was modulated as before.Chopping the FEL was tried as well, but despite trying many powers andaveraging extensively for both setups, no period doubling signal was observed.Additionally, the average power was reduced by covering 5/6 of the chopperholes, to reduce the average power on the sample and thereby reduce anypossible detrimental e�ects due to heating, but again no period doubling signalwas observed. The older sample design was probed similarly, but at 103 cm−1,where period doubling is predicted to occur for this sample, also with nullresults.While period doubling was not observed, an emission signal whose source is141



Figure 6.9: Emission with the FEL focused on the sample. (top) Temperaturedependent emission of the new sample design, with and without the QMC 60
cm−1 �lters, with the FEL blocked. (bottom) Small dips seen in the un�l-tered spectra were due to slight miscalibrations of the AC voltage source, andoccurred when the source was switching ranges. Conditions were optimized be-tween the power dependent scans (top) and the temperature dependent scans(bottom), resulting in the greatly increased signal to noise.
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Figure 6.10: Emission of B. Galdrikian's sample as a function of the appliedFEL power. The decreased emission for very high powers is most likely due toheating of the sample.still unclear was observed, seen for the new and older sample designs in Figures6.9 and 6.10, respectively. The �rst instinct was to associate this signal withperiod doubling, but as can be seen from the power dependence, the signal ispresent when the FEL is blocked as well. As the pump power of the FEL isincreased, there is a change in the emission. To further investigate this e�ect,temperature dependent measurements of the emission were performed for thenew sample design. Comparing the two spectra, the change in signal at higherpowers seems to be associated with heating of the sample at high average FELpowers. Further discussion of the emission is found in Appendix C.
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6.4.3 Discussion and future experimentsThe period doubling experiments at Dresden show with reasonable certaintythat period doubling emission is not present for either sample. The experimentis sensitive enough to observe emission signals in the sub-picowatt range. Ifthe period doubled emission is below this signal level, it may not be possibleto observe and distinguish it easily from the power-independent emission.There are several possibilities that could explain why period doubling wasnot observed. First, of course, is that the theory incorrectly describes the sys-tem, and the e�ect does not actually exist. The depolarization e�ect that isresponsible for the nonlinearity of the system is calculated as a perturbativee�ect, which may not be valid for such strong driving �elds. As the popula-tion of a state is signi�cantly altered by strong drive, it has been shown thatthe depolarization shift is signi�cantly reduced. [28] This was shown in anexperiment with a resonant drive �eld, however, and here the driving �eld issigni�cantly o� resonance from the transition. The calculations show that thepopulation is changing less than ∼ 10% because of the o� resonant drive.A second possibility is that the high average power is causing signi�cantheating of the electrons. This would increase the dissipation in the system,144



possibly bringing it to a regime where period doubling cannot occur. This isa di�cult problem to overcome, as the repetition rate of the laser cannot bereduced. The only way to improve this would be to grow a sample with anarrower absorption linewidth so that heating does not bring the sample abovethe dissipation limits for observation of period doubling.Another possibility is that subharmonic emission occurs, but domains formin the electron gas, each with its own phase. If the phases are randomly dis-tributed, this would lead to deconstructive interference, leaving a reduced orcompletely canceled emission signal.When the emission signal was not observed in the experiment in Dresden,we performed calculations that show that the period doubling e�ect can beobserved in absorption as well. When the bifurcation occurs, the absorptionincreases in a step-like manner, and decreases again when the bifurcation iscomplete. This is logical, since the energy for the predicted subharmonic emis-sion must come from the absorbed �eld. Formation of domains with di�erentphase would not be a problem in the absorption, since the absorbed photonis seen a reduced signal at the detector no matter what phase of period dou-bling oscillation it produces. Additionally, the absorbed signal should alwaysbe larger than the emitted, since some dissipation of energy occurs between the145



absorption and emission.As mentioned above, the two-photon absorption present in the new sampledesign occurs at the same voltage where a period doubling bifurcation wouldoccur. This two photon absorption would most likely dwarf any period doubledsignal, and would certainly be indistinguishable from it. To eliminate thistwo-photon absorption and search for any period doubling related absorptionpresent, the second subband must be un�lled. To do this, a sample with aworking back gate, where �atband conditions can be reached at reduced chargedensity, is necessary.Additionally, the absorption experiment should be carried out on B. Galdrikian'ssample design, using 103 cm−1 as the pump frequency, where period doubling isexpected to occur most robustly for this sample. This sample should not havea two-photon absorption at this frequency for �at band conditions, and may bethe ideal candidate for a period doubling absorption. While the phenomenon ofperiod doubling is still unobserved, future prospects for experiments to displaythe e�ect remain strong.
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Appendix AProcessing Details
The processing for the resonant photocurrent experiment and the perioddoubling experiment are similar for many steps. Two di�erent processes wereused with AZ 5214E resist, both of which worked for the general processingsteps. The anneal for a two layer structure in the period doubling sample wasnever perfected. The process used for the period doubling samples is preferablefor lithography, as it caused fewer problems during lifto�.

Quantum Post FTIR Samples1. Cleave sample to 1 cm x 2.5 mm. Clean with acetone, isopropanol, 3minutes in sonicator at low power levels (3/10).2. Spin on AZ5214E photoresist at 6000 rpm for 30 seconds. Solvent bake158



at 115 C for 60 seconds.3. Cover 1/3 of sample with aluminum foil shield. Flood expose for 5 min-utes.4. Develop with AZ 400K 1:4 for 60 seconds. Further development time canbe used to get rid of any remaining photoresist around the edges of thesample. However, leaving a small edge bead was sometimes beni�cial.Covering the sample from edge to edge with aluminum sometimes causedthe sample to be leaky under reverese bias.5. To avoid aluminum covering the side facet and causing a short betweenthe back gate n-doped layer and the Schottky aluminum front contact,the sample must be glued to a mount during evaporation. A glass slidewas used during the processing of the QP FTIR samples. AZ 5214E wasused to glue the sample to the glass slide, then the same resist was usedto cover the side walls carefully, being sure not to cover the to surface.Then the glass slide and glued sample were heated for 60 minutes at 90C to evaporate the solvents from the resist.6. Evaporation: 2000-3000 Angstroms of aluminum by e-beam evaporation.159



The evaporator should be pumped to 2e-6 torr before beginning.7. Lifto�: The long bake to glue the sample down hardens the resist. Alonger than normal lifto� is needed usually. The sample should be soakedin acetone for 1 hour or more. Any remaining photoresist after this canbe brushed o� gently with a small paintbrush.8. Solvent clean as in step 1.9. Indium: Make two small scratches in the 1/3 of the sample uncoveredby aluminum. Small pieces of indium are then mechanically pressed intothese scratches. Heat the sample for 60 seconds at 410 C in the stripannealer to make the contacts.
Resonant Photocurrent Experiment Samples1. Cleave approximately 1 cm x 1 cm sample. Clean with acetone, iso-propanol, 3 minutes in sonicator at low power levels (3/10).2. Spin on AZ 5214 photoresist at 6000 rpm for 30 seconds. Solvent bakeat 115 C for 60 seconds.

160



3. Mesa level lithography. The mask created requires image reversal for thisstep. Expose for 25 seconds. Bake at 115 C for 60 seconds to imagereverse. Next is a 60 second �ood exposure. This is then developed for50 seconds in AZ 400K 1:4 developer.4. The etch comes next. The etch used is 1:8:160 H2SO4 : H2O2 : H2O. Mixfor 30 seconds. This should produce an etch rate of approximately 5Angstroms/second. However, the etch rate is variable, and can be up to8 Angstroms/second if the mixing ratios are a little o�, so it is best toetch in several smaller steps. The Dektak is used to monitor the etch forthe correct depth.5. Rinse the photoresist with acetone, isopropanol, and water.6. Next, the lithography for the contacts is performed. The top and bot-tom contacts are both ohmic contacts. This is the same image reversallithography performed in step 3.7. The deposition of the top contacts is: 150/300/150/2000 of Ge/Au/Ni/Au.This is then annealed in the rapid thermal annealer for 45 seconds at 430C. 161



Period Doubling ProcessingThe processing for this sample never fully worked. It was discovered afterthe trip to Dresden that the calibration for the rapid thermal annealer wassigni�cantly o�, which meant all the samples were annealed at a temperaturethat was far too high. This caused a short between the back contact quantumwell and the active region quantum well. The processing for this sample isexactly as detailed in Jon Williams's thesis, with a few di�erences.1. Image reversal lithography: AZ5214E resist. Spin on at 6000 rpm for 30seconds. Bake for 60 seconds at 95 C to get out the solvents. 5 secondsinitial exposure. Image reversal bake for 60 seconds at 110 C. Floodexpose for 60 seconds. Develop in AZ MIF 300.2. Etch: 1:8:160 H2SO4 : H2O2 : H2O as in the section for the resonant pho-tocurrent experiment. First, an etch is done on the region for the contactsfor the quantum well and the back gate, 100 nm. Then an additional 640nm is etch towards the quantum well back gate. It may be necessary toetch closer to the contacts than 100 nm.3. The anneal is still not worked out. The best advice is to slowly increase162



the temperature of the anneal, with constant time. I have tried 30 secondanneals, starting at 370 C. After each anneal at constant temperature,check the resistance. It will hopefully be in the kilo-ohm level, with theresistance between the quantum well and back gate contact being larger.
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Appendix BPeriod Doubling Electric FieldCalculations
We start with the Poynting vector,

S = E × H (B.1)In the materials here, µr = 1, so the H �eld is just H = B/µ0, and thePoynting vector is:
S = E× B/µ0 (B.2)We assume a plane wave form for the electric �eld waves, given by:

E = E0 cos (kz − ωt) x̂ (B.3)164



B = B0 cos (kz − ωt) ŷ (B.4)For plane waves, using Maxwell's equations gives us the constant B0 interms of the electric �eld E0

∇× E = −
∂B

∂t
→ B0 = E0k/ω = E0n/c (B.5)To determine the average power, we can average over a period of the wave,getting:
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Appendix CPeriod Doubling Emission Analysis
Polarization tests showed that the emission is polarized along the growthdirection, as would be expected for an emission associated with an intersubbandtransition. However, these measurements are taken with a square wave pulse,so essentially the emission occurs at a constant voltage. In this situation, itis not clear where the energy for such an emission would come from. Severaltests were performed by DC biasing the sample and placing an optical chopperin various locations in the beam path. When the chopper is placed betweenthe sample and the bolometer, a large DC signal is observed, as well as theemission. The DC signal most likely comes from the di�erence in black bodyemission from the 300 K chopper blades and 4 K sample. The fact that theemission is there in this geometry seems to suggest that the observed signal isreally an emission from the sample, and not merely the modulation of black166



Figure C.1: Emission spectra for the new sample design, taken using an FTIRwithout the 60 cm−1 �lters.body radiation passing through the sample. As another check on this, thechopper blade was placed at the entrance to the cryostat, and no signal wasobserved.The emission from the new sample design was investigated spectrally usingan FTIR, with the emission spectra shown in Figure C.1. Due to the low signallevel of the emission, obtaining spectra with good signal to noise was di�cult.However, the spectra seem to at least indicate that the emission is somehowassociated with the intersubband transition, as the linewidth is narrow. Furtherinvestigation of this e�ect would be necessary to speculate on the origin of theemission signal.However, while the source of the signal is unclear, observation of the emis-167



sion, but not the period doubling signal means that a limit can be set on thestrength of period doubling emission. At the level of averaging and signal tonoise present when the power dependent scans were taken, any period doublingsignal would need to be less than the noise level, approximately 1x10−4 V signalon the lock-in. To establish a power level, this signal must �rst be backed outof the lock-in, which gives the RMS voltage, and assumes a sine wave insteadof the square wave that is being used for modulation. This gives us a realnoise level of 1.1x10−4 V. Given the bolometer response of 2.4x105 V/W andfactoring in the gain setting of 1000, the power corresponding to 1.1x10−4 Vis = 1.1x10−4 W/2.4x108 V/W = 4.6x10−13 W. Any signal at the level of 0.46pW or greater should be observable in the experiment.
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Appendix DResonant Photocurrent DataAnalysis
The data shown in Figure D.1 has been modi�ed from the raw data toallow for proper comparison between the horizontal and vertical polarizations.Our ability to control the power on the samples is limited by the attenuationscheme and the pulse to pulse power �uctuations of the Free Electron Laser.Lack of control over the THz power makes it very di�cult to apply the exactsame amount of power at the two separate polarizations. Slight di�erences inthe power lead to di�erences in the photocurrent from separate polarizationsof THz light, particularly at high voltages, as can be seen in Figure D.1a.We believe that the large photocurrents at high voltages are caused by heat-ing of the carriers from the THz beam, an e�ect which should be polarizationindependent and should be of equal magnitude for both polarizations if driven169
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Figure D.1: Calibration of the vertical and horizontal photocurrent for theintersubband response. The photocurrent at large voltages is assumed to bedue to heating and is matched, thereby taking into account any di�erence incoupling of the two polarizations into the sample.at equal power. Figure D.2 shows the photocurrent response as a functionof voltage which is applied only across the back gate (no current through thequantum well or post structure). There are no quantum transitions to interactwith in this system and any signal which is seen is attributed to heating e�ects.We �nd that the heating response from both polarizations is equal and thatthe magnitude of the photocurrent in the back contact is consistent with themagnitude of photocurrent seen at high voltages in the quantum well and postsamples. This is a strong indication that the photocurrents seen at high voltage(>4 V) are induced by heating. 170
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Under the assumption that the majority of the photocurrent at high voltageis induced by heating, these photocurrents are indicative of the power incidenton the system and can be used to normalize the measured curves. We expectthat the response from equal applied THz powers at separate polarizationsshould be the same in this high voltage regime and scale our data accordingly.The curve shown in Figure D.1b is produced by adjusting all of the data atone polarization by a scaling factor such that the high voltage photocurrentresponse is the same for both polarizations. If the di�erence between the twopolarizations is integrated to show the response associated with the quantumtransitions, as is done for the �intersubband response� in Figure 3.13, any o�setat high voltages must be eliminated in order to normalize the powers incidenton the systems. For this reason, the integrated di�erence between polarizationsis performed on the adjusted data as opposed to the raw data in order to createthe �intersubband response� plot.
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Appendix EPeriod Doubling C Code
Several versions of the code were written, to perform di�erent tasks asso-ciated with the period doubling simulations. However, they all have the samecode running as a backbone, only implementing it slightly di�erently depend-ing on if the goal was to create single bifurcation diagrams or simulate largesets of wells. For each implementation, there is a separate folder, and the mainproject �le is called PD_Well. Dev C++ was used as the compiler, availablefree online.The part of the code that solves the well energy structure and states waswritten by Brian Galdrikian. They were originally written for Mac, and thecode initializing most variables was contained in the Mac speci�c section of thecode. I added initializations for the variables I wanted to use.
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Filesintegrator.cpp Integrates the period doubling equations, the top level.integrator.h Holds the functions that actually de�ne the di�erential equation,and the Runge-Kutta integrator.main_run.cpp The code that actually decides which wells to run and whatto output. This is the top level of the project code.param_reader.cpp Reads in parameters from a �le set up to provide the in-puts necessary for the quantum well solver. Most of these variablesare now entered in quantum_well_new.h.quantum_well_functions.h Function declarations.quantum_well_new.h De�nes constants, programming simpli�cations, andsome functions.solve.cpp The main code responsible for solving the well. Brian Galdrikianis responsible for most of this code.solve_functions.cpp Contains the functions necessary to solve for the wave-functions and energies of the well.174



support_functions.cpp A few more equations that support solve.cppTDEVAL.cpp Matrix manipulations for solving the well.TINVIT.cpp Matrix manipulations for solving the well.well_creator.cpp Creates a well with the speci�ed width, step height, stepwidth, etc, to be used in solve.cpp.
Futher File Explanationsintegrator.cppThis �le contains the top level of the period doubling di�erential equationsolver. The only function is lam_bif. This function sets up the proper constantsand arrays for the integration. Time and electric �eld vectors are de�ned. Theelectric �elds are converted to the original λ used in B. Galdrikian's perioddoubling paper. At each time step, the trace (ρz) is calculated. oderk5pde� iscalled to actually compute the value of the di�erential equations at the nexttime step. The time vector is de�ned by the number of cycles and the resolutiondesired within those cycles. The actual sampling to determine if a bifurcation175



has occured does not start until cycle_sample_start. The variables related tothe timing are de�ned in quantum_well_new.h.integrator.hfrhs() de�nes the di�erential equations to be solved. There are three di�er-ential equations, to account for the fact that ρ10 is imaginary. The constantspassed in the array c[] are de�ned in main_run.cpp.rho_intialize() �nds the thermal equilibrium charge densities in the groundand excited states. Details can be found in Brian Galdrikian's PhD thesis.oderk5pde�() is the Runge-Kutta solver for the di�erential equations. Thiscode is adapted from Numerical Recipes in C++. The constants are de�ned inquantum_well_new.h, and are also from Numerical Recipes.The older version of this function was designed to reduce the number ofmultiplications necessary, but did not seem to increase the speed of calculations,so was not used.
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main_run.cppThis is the top level code that actually takes care of opening �les, calling thefunctions that do the calculations, and de�ning some of the constants that arespeci�c to a calculation for a well. The main execution of the program occurson three lines. First, well_creator() is called to create the well speci�ed by theconstants above. Solve() is called to produce the energies and wavefunctionsfor the given well parameters. Finally, lam_bif is called to solve the well anddetermine the bifurcating electric �eld.param_reader.cppThis is largely unused now, but a few of the variables are still grabbed fromit. It reads the parameters that are required for Brian Galdrikian's well solver,assigning them to the proper variable names.dz_Angs The spacing for grid points in the well, in Angstroms. Currently,this must always be 1 Angstrom.T The temperature, in Kelvin.mass_ratio The e�ective mass of the electron in the material being used.177



kappa The dielectric constant of the material being worked with.bnum The number of points in the input grid for the well.ns Number of states to be used in the well.omegaI For the susceptibility calculation, the lower frequency limit. Thisdoes not work in the current version of the code.omegaF Higer frequency limit for the same.Ga1 gamma 1 in the period doubling calculation.Ga2 gamma 2 in the period doubling calculation.quantum_well_new.hThe main space for de�ning constants used by many di�erent sections ofthe code.struct parameters holds most of the variables used by solve that the usercan input.After this many di�erent parameters and notations used in the solve codeare entered. Most of the numbering is done from 1 to N in the solve codeinstead of 0 to N-1, by using the replacements de�ned here.178



Finally, constants used throughout the program are de�ned.solve.cppThis is the main code that solves for the states of the well and the associatedenergies. Old code associated with the Mac version is usually still there, butcommented out. Many of the variables are de�ned close to the top. Thespacing required for this calculation is 1 Angstrom. This can be changed, butit is assumed throughout the program, and changing it could involve chasingdown all the places where 1 Anstrom spacing is assumed.solve_functions.cppThis de�nes the working of the functions that do most of the work solvingfor the potential energy and wavefuctions/energies for the well. These wereall written by Brian Galdrikian, and have been proven to work. It is notrecommended that they be modi�ed without a thorough understanding of theirworkings.
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support_functions.cppA few support functions, these do background work for the algorithms insolve.cpp.TDEVAL.cpp and TINVIT.cpp These are both matrix manipulation func-tions, optimized for dealing with matrices quickly in the solution of the welland its states. These should not be altered.well_creator.cppThis sets up the well that will be solved, based on the basic inputs. w isthe width of the well in Anstroms, barrier_height is the height in meV of thebarriers that de�ne the sides of the total well (here around 230 meV for 30%AlGaAs), step_w is the width in Angstroms of the asymmetric step, step_posis the position of the left side of the barrier from the left side of the well inAngstroms (not the center of the barrier), step_h is the height in meV of theasymmetric barrier in the well, nz is the number of points in the grid (needsto be larger than the width of the well in Angstroms by a decent amount,potential is the array that will hold the created potential energy of the well,and well_edge_index and well_center_index are the positions of the edge of180



the well and center. These last two are integers, which is part of the structureset up based on the fact that 1 Angstrom is the only size spacing that worksfor this well.
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